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Abstract
To study long-run large-scale early childhood policies, this paper incorporates early childhood
investments into a standard general-equilibrium (GE) heterogeneous-agent overlapping-generations
model. After estimating it using US data, we show that an RCT evaluation of a short-run small-scale
early childhood program in the model predicts effects on children’s education and income that are
similar to the empirical evidence. A long-run large-scale program, however, yields twice as large
welfare gains as those of a short-run small-scale program, even after considering GE and taxation
effects. Key to this difference is that investing in a child not only improves her skills but also creates
a better parent for the next generation.
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Introduction

Early childhood environment has been shown to significantly impact adult outcomes.1 Garcia et al.
(2019), for example, estimate that for every dollar invested in an early childhood program, children’s
lifetime labor income increases by 1.3 dollars. This evidence suggests that if these programs were scaled
up they would increase welfare, reduce inequality, and increase intergenerational mobility. A large-scale
program, however, would be associated with taxation and general equilibrium (GE) effects that cannot
be accounted for in small-scale empirical studies.2 Macroeconomic models of inequality and mobility
are well suited to study such effects, but they generally ignore the role of endogenous early childhood
development. This paper fills that gap by incorporating early childhood development into a standard
macroeconomic model, which shows that underinvestment in children’s development is an important
source of inequality and social immobility, and that large welfare gains can be obtained by large-scale
government policies that target young children directly.
The model has two main building blocks. The first is that parental choices are important to a child’s
subsequent outcomes. An individual’s education choice (college/no-college) and earnings depend on her
assets, skills, and taste for education. The key element here is that the level of these skills is determined
by (money and time) investments made by her parents during her early childhood. College can be
financed either with parental transfers (which are endogenous) or through working and borrowing.
The second building block is the GE life-cycle Aiyagari framework in which these investments and
intergenerational linkages are embedded. This GE framework allows aggregate education and skills to
affect prices. It also includes endogenous labor supply which is important for the financing of policies
to have distortionary effects. Both building blocks are important to the welfare evaluation of large-scale
policies that target children.
The model is estimated using simulated method of moments to match evidence from the US in the
2000s. In addition to matching standard moments (e.g., average hours worked and the share of college
graduates), we target those that are informative about parental investments. The latter, along with the
child’s current skills and parental skills, are inputs into the child’s future skills as in Cunha et al. (2010).3
1 “Early childhood” refers to the period when children are under 4 or 5 years old, depending on the source. The literature
on the importance of this stage is large. Thompson and Nelson (2001) summarize the research in developmental neuroscience
that is pertinent to early brain development while Elango et al. (2015) summarize the economics literature on the importance
of early childhood environment.
2 A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests that financing a large-scale high-quality early childhood program similar
to the one studied by Garcia et al. (2019) may require the government to increase its tax revenue by 6%. If taxes are distortive,
the deadweight losses associated with raising taxes may be important. Moreover, Garcia et al. (2019) also find a large effect
on the college graduation rate (i.e., increasing by 15 percentage points [p.p.] in the population they study). Thus, if these
changes take place on a large scale, we may expect the wages of higher-educated individuals to be reduced, hence affecting
the program gains (as well as inequality).
3 Some evidence suggests potentially important differences of effects across genders (e.g., Garcia et al., 2019). We abstract from differences across genders, however, since this would require enlarging the model in a non-trivial way with
some assumptions that can generate the impact differences across genders in our model. There are several possible model
alternatives that, to the best of our knowledge, we may not yet be able to distinguish empirically. One could introduce
gender differences in the skills production function—which is not part of the Cunha et al. (2010) skills production function
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Our model requires us, moreover, to specify explicitly how time and money aggregate to form “parental
investments.” We do this via a CES aggregator and estimate the parameters of this function by matching
the average amount of “quality” time parents spend with their children, the average expenditures on
child care and education, and the correlation between time and expenditures.
We use the evidence from Garcia et al. (2019) randomized controlled trial (RCT) to test the validity of the
model’s predictions on the effects of government investments towards early childhood development.
In this study, Garcia et al. examined the effects of two programs in which a small group of disadvantaged children were brought to high-quality early childhood development centers in North Carolina
from the age of 8 weeks to 4 years old. The program’s cost was approximately $13,500 per child-year.
An equivalent program in the model implies introducing government expenditures on early childhood
development of $13,500 per child-year, with three specific characteristics to be comparable to the RCT.
First, the RCT focused on a small group of children so prices and taxes in the economy would not be
affected. Second, the experiment focused on children of low-educated and low-income parents, so in
the model we focus on disadvantaged children of low-income high-school educated parents. Finally, the
RCT involved only one generation of children so we do the same in the model. We find that children’s
college graduation rate and future labor income in the model increase by similar amounts to those found
by Garcia et al..
We then evaluate a universal version of this childhood investment program taking into account the
distortionary taxation costs and GE effects. Welfare gains, computed for newborns under the veil of
ignorance, are 9% in consumption equivalence units.4 Moreover, the early childhood investments program is associated with a lifetime-earnings inequality reduction of 8% and an increase in intergenerational mobility of 20%, approximately half as large as the difference between US and Canadian levels of
immobility and inequality.
Compared to the case in which such a program is permanently implemented, we find that if such government investments were introduced for only one generation and on a small scale they would achieve
less than one-half of its welfare gains. We interpret this as evidence that an RCT is likely to underestimate the long-run benefits of such a policy. Even though the policy is self-financing in partial
equilibrium (PE), in GE—by lowering the wage of college graduates and therefore the return on those
investments—taxes need to be increased to finance the additional government expenditures, reducing
estimation that we use—as well as gender-specific preferences for education and job types. Alternatively, gender biases or
higher probability of women quitting the labor force (e.g., due to child birth) may also help explain some of the differences.
Although interesting, this is beyond the scope of this paper since our focus is on evaluating long-run GE effects of early
childhood policies and comparing them to short-run PE ones. Given this limitation, our results, therefore, may be interpreted
as referring to the average across genders.
4 Our main analysis focuses on a universal policy that invests the same amount as the early childhood RCT in North
Carolina. Moreover, long-run welfare gains with this level of expenditures are close to the maximum that is achievable
using alternative levels of resources for this policy. In Appendix G.1, we also evaluate alternative policies that use part of
the resources to invest in older children as well but find that welfare gains only increase slightly. Gains are smaller if a large
share of resources is used in older children because the child’s skills production function as estimated by Cunha et al. (2010)
implies that skills are more malleable at younger ages.
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welfare gains by almost one-tenth. It is general equilibrium forces, however, that also generate most of
the reduction in inequality: Increasing skills augments the share of college graduates which reduces the
wages of college-graduates relative to high-school graduates. At the same time, the long-run change in
the distribution of parental characteristics generates more than one-half of the gains—more than compensating for the GE and taxation effects. The key mechanism is that investing in a child today not only
increases that child’s education and income, but also creates a better parent (and hence better inputs in
the skill formation technology) for the following generation.5
Even though benefits take time to accrue, our evaluation of transition dynamics shows that if the policy
were implemented permanently, every new generation would be better off and more than three-fourths
of the long-run welfare gains would be achieved after only one generation. Older generations alive at
the time the policy is introduced, however, are not better off. These cohorts are paying higher taxes to
finance the initial costs of the program but are receiving gains only indirectly through their children,
which results in net losses of welfare for them on average. A mechanism, such as government borrowing, that manages to transfer the cost to the future generations can reduce the losses for the older
generations. We study this form of fiscal adjustment in Appendix D.
In addition to our baseline policy analysis of government investments, we evaluate several model extensions and alternative policies to check the robustness of our results. The baseline model misses that
the elements required to produce this early childhood development input may be scarce, particularly
when the policy is scaled up. In Section 5.1.4, we provide a simple extension to the model in which the
early childhood input is actually hours spent with a college graduate—which is in line with the costs
reported for the RCT program on which we base our main analysis. On the one hand, the reform will
now drive up the cost of early childhood programs as college-graduate labor is a scarce input. On the
other hand, over time the policy itself will increase the share of college graduates, hence driving the
cost down. In the long-run we find that both effects almost compensate each other and welfare gains
are almost unchanged.6
We also evaluate another popular policy regarding childhood development: parenting education programs. Rather than investing in children’s development directly, such programs train parents on how
to promote children’s development. We estimate the costs and returns of running a parenting education
program based on the RCT evidence from Gertler et al. (2014) and Attanasio et al. (2016).7 Similar to
our baseline policy, we find that welfare improvements in the long-run GE framework are larger than
if the policy is implemented for only one generation and on a small scale.
5 These results are also qualitatively in line with the recent literature that finds positive second-generation effects of
early childhood programs (Barr and Gibbs, 2019; Heckman and Karapakula, 2019).
6 In the long run, the crucial question is whether the relevant input required for early childhood development can be
“produced.” Whether a higher-skilled population in fact makes the provision of such input easier or less costly is left for
future research.
7 A relevant caveat is that this evidence is from developing countries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the best
evidence available on the costs and returns of such programs so we are limited by this fact, but we try to adjust for this
limitation by showing how results change for alternative estimates of returns.
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Why do government investments in childhood development increase welfare? While several factors
play a role, the main channel for welfare improvement lies in the government’s capacity to make up for
a parent’s inability to borrow against her child’s future income created by his parental investments.8
To illustrate this channel, consider a poor parent who, by investing in the early childhood development of his kid, would raise a high-skilled, high-income child. The parent would then want to smooth
consumption intergenerationally. The fact that this investment must come at the cost of his own lifetime consumption reduces her incentive to invest. If the child could promise to compensate her parent
in the future and parents could borrow against this future income, this problem would be avoided.
Government investments in early childhood can be thought of as (imperfectly) replacing the missing
compensation-borrowing mechanism via the power of taxation. The government invests directly in
children and taxes them once they are adults.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the literature. Section 3 introduces
the model. Section 4 explains the model’s estimation and validation exercises. Section 5 presents the
policy analysis exercises. Finally, Section 6 concludes. The appendices contain additional details, model
extensions, and policy counterfactuals.

2

Related Literature

Macroeconomic and policy analysis of inequality can be divided into two strands. One subset of the
literature focuses on the top 1%, with a particular interest in wealth and bequest taxation (e.g., Piketty
and Saez, 2003; Diamond and Saez, 2011; Saez, 2017). The other focuses on the bottom 99%, typically
looking at the role of skills and education (e.g., Katz and Murphy, 1992; Autor et al., 2008; Abbott et al.,
2019). In addition to income taxation, some of these papers also study college-education policies (e.g.,
Bénabou, 2002; Abbott et al., 2019; Holter, 2015; Krueger and Ludwig, 2016).9 Among quantitative analyses of inequality, the standard model is based on Aiyagari-style life-cycle models, focusing usually on
adult income shocks and abstracting from endogenous initial conditions (e.g., Keane and Wolpin, 1997;
Huggett et al., 2011). We also use a standard macroeconomic Aiyagari-style life-cycle model but introduce new intergenerational linkages that allow us to endogenize those initial conditions and evaluate
policies that target young children. The closest model to ours is probably Abbott et al. (2019), which
studies optimal college borrowing and grants. Our borrowing and grants structure is not as flexible
as theirs, but we introduce endogenous parental investments in the formation of skills. The dynamic
8 In addition, life-cycle borrowing constraints as well as uncertain returns to investments (together with risk-averse
agents and lack of insurance) can inefficiently reduce parental investments. We use the model to provide an estimate of the
role of each of these sources of inefficiency in determining the welfare gain. We find that introducing a form of intergenerational borrowing (i.e., implemented as a compensation system) leads to the largest gains. Another potential source of
underinvestments is that parental beliefs on the elasticity of skills to early childhood investments may be inaccurately low
(Cunha et al., 2013). Our model does not incorporate this mechanism and focuses instead on incomplete markets as a source
of underinvestments.
9 Holter (2015) evaluates the importance of education stages before college as well. However, he focuses on cross-country
PE comparisons of government education policies after the early childhood stage.
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interactions between borrowing constraints and parental investments in child development may be important since limited assets and borrowing can limit the capacity of parents to invest money in their
children’s development, which, due to complementarities, may also reduce their incentives to invest
time in them. This affects the income and wealth of the next generation, which will again shape their
capacity and incentives to invest in their own children.
Previous literature on childhood development estimates the production function of children’s skills
(e.g., Todd and Wolpin, 2003; Cunha et al., 2010; Del Boca et al., 2014). Cunha et al. (2010) highlight
two properties regarding childhood development: dynamic complementarity (i.e., skills produced at one
stage raise the productivity of investment at subsequent stages) and self-productivity (i.e., skills produced at one stage augment skills attained at later stages). We use the skills production function (and
estimates) of Cunha et al. in our model but, unlike them, we model explicitly how investments are chosen by parents. This is necessary to study how policies affect parental investment choices and welfare
in an equilibrium framework. Previous papers have modeled parental investments (e.g., Del Boca et al.,
2014; Abbott, 2016; Caucutt and Lochner, 2019), but have abstracted from GE forces (and saving decisions in the case of Del Boca et al.). Given that early childhood development policies can be expensive,
this limits these studies’ capacity to evaluate large-scale policies.10 Our model incorporates the early
childhood development properties suggested by Cunha et al. (2010) and connects them with inequality
and social mobility in an environment suitable for large-scale policies, allowing us to study short-run
and long-run effects as well as transition dynamics.
Including parental investments in a quantitative Aiyagari-style life-cycle model allows us to evaluate
large-scale policies that directly focus on childhood development, which may reduce inequality and
promote intergenerational mobility. Previous theoretical papers have highlighted that an environment
with intergenerational investments in skills can lead to inefficient investment in children. Loury (1981)
and Baland and Robinson (2000) use PE models to show that borrowing and parental transfers constraints (i.e., parents cannot borrow against their children’s future income) can lead to inefficiently low
levels of investment, which the government can improve on by enforcing higher investments in children’s development.11 Aiyagari et al. (2002) shows that GE effects imply that it is possible for a world
with borrowing and parental transfers constraints to have higher parental investments than an economy with complete markets because of the effect on aggregate wealth and interest rates—though it is
still the case that inefficiency in investments arises with incomplete markets. The interaction between
imperfect capital markets and human capital investments has also been explored in a growth context
10 Restuccia and Urrutia (2004) extend an overlapping-generations model to incorporate intergenerational investments
in human capital. However, they do not focus on early childhood development and endogenous labor supply (important for
the cost of raising taxes to finance policies).
11 Another potential source of underinvestments is that parental beliefs on the elasticity of skills to early childhood
investments may be inaccurately low (Cunha et al., 2013). Our model does not incorporate this mechanism and focuses
instead on incomplete markets as a source of underinvestments. Nevertheless, we highlight that our model is also in line
with the result that parents tend to spend more quality time with their children once an early childhood development policy
is introduced, due to the complementarity between time and money investments in the estimated production function of
skills (6).
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(e.g., Galor and Zeira, 1993; Galor and Moav, 2004). We contribute to this literature by providing a model
that is suitable to quantitatively evaluate the effect of government investments in children’s development, in an economy that takes into account uncertainty in the returns to investments, GE effects (both
through the interest rate and the wage of college educated workers), and the distortionary impact of
the tax changes needed to finance policies.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only three papers that introduce early childhood development in
a quantitative GE model with heterogeneous agents, but all differ from this paper in substantive ways.
First, to evaluate government policies that target different stages of development, Cunha (2013) studies
the role of monetary early childhood investments in a model of incomplete markets. He finds that a
policy that focuses on all stages of the development may lead to the largest gains, but he abstracts from
endogenous labor supply, which may have important implications for the cost of raising taxes to pay
for policy.12 Second, Yum (2018) incorporates parental time investments into a GE model but, unlike
his work, our model explicitly takes into account the findings of the empirical literature which highlights the need for multiple periods of parental investments. Moreover, unlike Cunha (2013) and Yum
(2018), we include both time and monetary inputs in the formation of skills as well as flexible parental
transfers, and allow for borrowing as observed in the data—which is important in studying policies
that may be affected by borrowing constraints.13 Finally, Lee and Seshadri (2019) also study parental
investments in a GE model. They focus, however, on reallocating subsidies across different development stages, while we explore alternative levels of government investments. Furthermore, unlike these
three papers mentioned, we study in detail the differences between short-run small-scale and long-run
large-scale policies, including the transition dynamics. This is a key exercise to show the importance
for welfare gains of taking into account intergenerational dynamics (i.e., investing in a child today not
only increases that child’s education and income, but also creates a better parent for the following generation). Given the importance of this mechanism, our transition evaluation shows the relatively fast
pace at which this policy can be expected to yield its large returns (i.e., most gains are accrued after
only one generation).14
Given the impressive results highlighted by some small-scale high-quality early childhood development
programs (e.g., Gertler et al., 2014; Garcia et al., 2019), one challenge currently under study is how to
scale up these programs while maintaining their quality and costs. Richter et al. (2017) summarizes
the evidence on scaling up, suggesting that the approach considered to be the most promising involves
linking the early childhood programs to pre-existing social programs. This was the approach taken in
12 Cunha (2013) also abstracts from GE forces with labor inputs differentiated by educational levels, which our results
suggest are one of the main drivers of the reduction in income inequality.
13 Including time investments is important since low-income parents can still invest time on their children. Including
monetary investments is also important since it allows us to interpret government investments in early childhood programs
within the baseline framework of the model.
14 Another difference between our paper and these papers is that we include both cognitive and non-cognitive skills
which Cunha et al. (2010) highlight to be important for the estimation of the elasticity of substitution of the skills production
function. Although our results are qualitatively similar in a model with only cognitive skills and one with both types of skills,
we found that large differences in the magnitude of the effects emerge.
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several places including New Jersey (Lobman et al., 2005) and Colombia (e.g., Attanasio et al., 2014),
among others. The Colombian case took advantage of a pre-existing conditional cash transfer program
and a community network (“Madres Lideres”) to try to replicate at scale the successful Jamaican early
childhood development program studied by Gertler et al. (2014). In the case of New Jersey, the state
supreme court ruled that 31 low-income school districts had to provide high-quality pre-school for all
3- and 4- year-olds, replicating the models of the Perry and Abecedarian programs. The public school
system did not have the capacity to house all of the new high-quality preschool programs mandated by
the court ruling, so they were allowed to contract with other child care centers (including Head Start
ones) that were already offering preschool. To staff these early childhood programs, however, a large
number of teachers were required to return to school. To address this, alternative teacher education
programs were introduced and Lobman et al. (2005) found that they produced enough teachers to meet
the extra demand. Even though it is still unclear whether these larger programs can maintain the
quality of their small-scale counter-parts, these studies suggest methods on how to take advantage of
pre-existing resources and show that it is in fact possible to quickly increase the size of such programs.
Although this paper does not directly contribute to this empirical literature, the extension of the baseline
model studied in Section 5.1.4 highlights that, in line with teacher education programs mentioned in the
case of New Jersey, the crucial question for the long-run results is whether the relevant input required
for early childhood development can be “produced.” And whether a higher-skilled population (like the
one a successful early childhood program might create) makes the provision of such input easier or less
costly.

3

Model

The model has two main building blocks. The first is that parental choices are important to a child’s
subsequent outcomes. An individual’s education choice (college/no-college) and earnings depend on
her assets, skills, and school taste (or taste for college). Although all these are endogenously related to
parental choices, the key element here is that skills are determined by parental investments (money and
time) during her early childhood. The second building block is the GE life-cycle Aiyagari framework in
which these investments and intergenerational linkages are embedded. This framework includes wage
uncertainty and incomplete markets. Given our interest in studying costly policies, we want to take into
account the cost of raising tax revenues, so we include endogenous labor supply and distortive taxation.
Given the evidence that early childhood policies increase college graduation rates, GE is important to
study the potential effect on the wage of college graduates. A representative firm combines different
types of labor (by education) and capital to produce the final consumption good. Finally, the government
levies taxes on consumption, labor, and capital in order to finance some fixed exogenous expenses as
well as provide a lump-sum transfer and retirement benefits.
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3.1

The individual problem

There is a dynastic framework with four main stages (20 periods total): childhood, college, work/parenthood,
and retirement. Figure 1 shows the life cycle of an agent, in which each period in the model refers to
four years. Let 𝑗 denote the age in periods (𝑗 = 1 refers to ages 0–3, 𝑗 = 2 to ages 4–7, etc.). From
𝑗 = 1 until 𝑗 = 4 the child lives with her parents and does not make any choices. For the purposes
of our study, at 𝑗 = 5 (age 16), the individual becomes independent (i.e., start making choices) after
finishing high school with a level of skills, which depends on her parents’ investments, as well as with
an amount of assets, also decided by her parents. The agent’s first choice is between going to college
or remaining a high school graduate. Once she exits the education phase, she enters the third stage,
which represents her working and parenting experience. Throughout their lives, agents choose their
savings, consumption expenditures, and labor supply (idiosyncratic uninsurable risk makes labor income stochastic). They can borrow up to a limit, and save through a non-state-contingent asset. In
period 𝑗 = 8 (age 28), the agent becomes a parent and new decisions must be made. When her child
is young, she chooses how much time and money to invest in his skill development, and before the
child is of college age, she also decides the amount of monetary resources to transfer to him. The last
stage is retirement. At this time, agents have two sources of income: savings and retirement benefits.
Before going into more detail about these stages, we explain some elements that will make the rest of
the model clearer.
Figure 1: Model’s life cycle, a dynastic framework with four main stages
𝑗 =1
(age = 0)

Birth

𝑗 =5
𝑗 =6
𝑗 =8
(age = 16) (age = 20) (age = 28)

Independence
Live w/ College
parents stage

Child
born

𝑗 = 12
(age = 44)

Child is independent
Transfer to child
Working stage

𝑗 = 18
(age = 68)

𝑗 = 21
(age = 80)

Retirement

Death

Retirement
stage

Credit market Agents can only trade risk-free bonds, but we allow the interest rate to differ between
saving and borrowing. Agents with positive savings receive interest rate 𝑟 , while those borrowing pay
interest rate 𝑟 − = 𝑟 + 𝜄 (where 𝜄 ≥ 0). The wedge between interest rates is important to capture the
cost of borrowing, which is a form of insurance relevant for the quantitative analysis. Individuals face
borrowing limits that vary over their life-cycle and by education. Student loans are explained in detail
below. Young workers (i.e., those under the age of 20) and retired households cannot borrow. Workers
with access to borrowing (i.e., workers age 20 and older) are subject to credit limits which we will
estimate using self-reported limits on unsecured credit from the Survey of Consumer Finances (see
Section 4 for details).
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Wage process The wage of an individual depends on her education 𝑒 and her efficiency units 𝐸. In
particular, her wage is given by 𝑤𝑒 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃, 𝜂), where 𝑤𝑒 is the wage of education group 𝑒 and 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃, 𝜂)
is the efficiency units, including the age profile for the education group, the return to skills 𝜃 , and the
idiosyncratic labor productivity given by 𝜂, which evolves stochastically following Γ𝑒,𝑗 (𝜂). Notice that
we allow for education- and age-dependent idiosyncratic shocks. The parametrization and estimation
details are presented in Section 4.
Preferences The agent is risk averse and her preferences are represented by 𝑢 (𝑐, ℎ) which is increasing and concave in consumption 𝑐 and decreasing and concave in hours worked ℎ. The future is
discounted by 𝛽. We model altruism à la Barro and Becker (1989), in which the agent cares about the
utility of her child (i.e., this is not a warm-glow model).

3.1.1

Education stage

At 𝑗 = 5 (16 years old), the agent has the option to go to college (for one period, until 𝑗 = 6) with the
alternative being to start work-life as a high school graduate. The individual state variables are savings
𝑎, skills 𝜃 (a vector that includes cognitive skills 𝜃𝑐 and non-cognitive skills 𝜃 𝑛𝑐 ), and school taste 𝜀.
All agents become independent as high-school graduates (𝑒 = 0). If an agent chooses to go to college,
her education changes to 𝑒 = 1. The education decision is irreversible and entails a monetary cost of
education 𝑝𝑒 . In addition, as is common in the literature (e.g., Heckman et al., 2006; Abbott et al., 2019),
we also allow for school taste to affect the utility of going to college as a linearly separable element in
the value function. 15 After leaving school, school taste is assumed not to affect any adult outcome.
Agents can finance college by using their assets (i.e., parental transfers), by working, or with loans.
College students have access to subsidized loans at rate 𝑟 𝑠 = 𝑟 + 𝜄𝑠 , where 𝜄𝑠 < 𝜄 and with borrowing
limits 𝑎𝑠 . Borrowing limit 𝑎𝑠 and wedge 𝜄𝑠 are based on the rules for federal college loans, to be explained
in detail in Section 4. To simplify computation, we follow Abbott et al. (2019) and assume that college
student debt is refinanced into a single bond that carries interest rate 𝑟 − , where 𝑎˜𝑠 (𝑎0) is the function
performing this transformation. When making this calculation, we assume that fixed payments would
have been made for five periods (i.e., 20 years) following graduation.16
College students are also allowed to work—providing high-school level labor—but their total available
time is reduced by fixed study time ℎ. 17 Thus, let 𝑉𝑗𝑠 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒 = 1) show the value of an agent in college
15 Modeling school taste is necessary because the observed cross-section variation in resources available to finance school-

ing and in returns to education can only partially account for the variation in education patterns (e.g., the intergenerational
persistence of education).
16 Given the fixed payment nature of student loans and the assumption that they are repaid in five periods, we can
1−(1+𝑟 − ) −5
𝑟𝑠
.
transform college loans into regular bonds using the following formula: 𝑎˜𝑠 (𝑎 0) = 𝑎 0 × 1−(1+𝑟
𝑠 ) −5 ×
𝑟−
17 This reduces the number of hours worked by students in the model and is important for the quantitative analysis since
otherwise too many students would work full-time while in college, hence reducing the importance of parental transfers or
borrowing to finance education.
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and with assets 𝑎 and skills 𝜃 .18 This value is defined by
𝑉𝑗𝑠



(𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒 = 1) = max
𝑢 𝑐, ℎ + ℎ + 𝛽E𝜂|𝑒𝑉𝑗+1 (𝑎˜𝑠 (𝑎0), 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂)
0

(1)

𝑐,𝑎 ,ℎ

𝑐 + 𝑎0 + 𝑝𝑒 − 𝑦 + 𝑇 (𝑦, 𝑎, 𝑐) = 𝑎 (1 + 𝑟 )
𝑦 = 𝑤 0 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃 ) ℎ,

𝑎 0 ≥ 𝑎𝑠 ,

0 ≤ ℎ ≤ 1 − ℎ,

𝜂 ∼ Γ𝑒,0 .

She can borrow up to the limit 𝑎𝑠 , repaying at interest rate 𝑟 𝑠 > 𝑟 or save with a rate of return 𝑟 . We
denote as 𝑤𝑒 the wage for an agent with education level 𝑒. This student has not finished college yet,
so she is assumed to be providing high-school level labor. The flow utility, including the disutility of
working, is given by 𝑢. Agents pay net taxes 𝑇 (𝑦, 𝑎, 𝑐) on their labor income 𝑦, assets 𝑎 and consumption
𝑐.
𝑉𝑗 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂) is the value of work for an agent of age 𝑗 with assets 𝑎, skills 𝜃, education 𝑒, and stochastic
labor efficiency 𝜂. This value is defined by
𝑉𝑗 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂) = max
𝑢 (𝑐, ℎ) + 𝛽E𝑉𝑗+1 (𝑎0, 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂 0) ,
𝑐,𝑎 0,ℎ
(
𝑎 (1 + 𝑟 ) if 𝑎 ≥ 0
𝑐 + 𝑎0 − 𝑦 + 𝑇 (𝑦, 𝑎, 𝑐) =
𝑎 (1 + 𝑟 − ) if 𝑎 < 0
𝑦 = 𝑤𝑒 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃, 𝜂) ℎ,

𝑎0 ≥ 𝑎𝑒,𝑗 ,

0 ≤ ℎ ≤ 1,

(2)

𝜂 0 ∼ Γ𝑒,𝑗 (𝜂).

The agent can borrow up to the limit 𝑎𝑒,𝑗 , paying an interest rate 𝑟 − > 𝑟 , or save at return 𝑟 . The return
from working is the wage 𝑤𝑒 scaled by 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃, 𝜂)—a function of the worker’s age, education, skills, and
idiosyncratic labor productivity.
Thus, at the beginning of period 𝑗 = 5, 𝑉𝑗𝑠𝑤 is the value of an agent who chooses between working (as
a high-school graduate) and going to college,

𝑉𝑗𝑠𝑤 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀) = max E𝜂|𝑒𝑉𝑗 (𝑎, 𝜃, 0, 𝜂) , 𝑉𝑗𝑠 (𝑎, 𝜃, 1) − 𝜅 (𝜀, 𝜃 ) .
The disutility of going to college is 𝜅 (𝜀, 𝜃 ), which depends both on school taste 𝜀 (whose distribution
may depend on parental education) and skills.

3.1.2

Working stage

From 𝑗 = 6 until retirement, which starts at 𝑗 = 18 (age 68), the agent works and her individual problem
is mostly equivalent to (2). The problem changes when the agent’s child is born at the exogenously
given fertility period 𝑗 = 8 (age 28). We assume that each agent has one child—or, alternatively, each
18 We

assume that the initial draw of 𝜂 takes place after going to school. Given the functional form assumptions, this
implies we evaluate the efficiency units 𝐸 at the mean value of 𝜂 (i.e., zero).
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household has one household offspring. Children are born with skills 𝜃 𝑘 that are potentially correlated
with the parent’s skills.19 Then, for two periods, the agent has to choose the number of hours 𝜏 and
amount of money 𝑚 to invest in the child’s development of skills. Moreover, once the child is about to
ˆ We
become independent, at 𝑗 = 12 (age 44), the agent chooses the size of the parent-to-child transfer 𝑎.
also introduce the choice for child’s consumption 𝑐𝑘 since these extra expenses associated with children
may make the borrowing constraints more binding. We assume that children’s consumption utility is
evaluated using the same utility function 𝑢.20 We model altruism à la Barro and Becker (1989), in which
the agent cares about the utility of her child (including the child’s consumption while young) with the
altruistic weight 𝛿.
Investments in child’s skills This is where the key novelties of the model are present. In periods 𝑗 =
8 and 9, the agent works and also invests directly in her child’s development of skills 𝜃 𝑘 (a vector that
includes cognitive skills 𝜃𝑐,𝑘 and non-cognitive skills 𝜃 𝑛𝑐,𝑘 ). The initial distribution of 𝜃 𝑘 is stochastic
but is allowed to depend on parent’s skills 𝜃 . In addition to standard choices of consumption, savings,
and labor supply, the agent now also chooses how much time 𝜏 and money 𝑚 to invest in the child’s
development. Then, the skill development function (which consists of two nested CES functions) determines how these investments determine the evolution of 𝜃 𝑘 . The outer CES is based on Cunha et al.
(2010) but, differently from them, we model parental investments explicitly to incorporate 𝜏 and 𝑚 in
the inner CES.
Next-period child’s skills 𝜃 𝑘0 depend on current child’s skills 𝜃 𝑘 , parents’ skills 𝜃 , and parental investments 𝐼 —as well as on idiosyncratic shock 𝜈. The inner CES function shapes parental investments using
both time 𝜏 and expenditures 𝑚 spent on the child.21 In the main policy analysis, we will assume that
government investments into early childhood development and parental money investments are perfect substitutes (see equation (7)). Thus, these government investments will crowd out parental money
investments 𝑚 (until 𝑚 = 0). The reaction of time investments 𝜏, however, will depend on how substitutable/complementary money and time are (i.e., will depend on 𝛾).22

𝑢 (𝑐, ℎ) + 𝛿𝑢 (𝑐𝑘 , 0) − 𝑣 (𝜏) + 𝛽E𝑉𝑗+1 𝑎0, 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂 0, 𝜃 𝑘0 ,
𝑐,𝑐𝑘 ,𝑎 ,ℎ,𝜏,𝑚
(
𝑎 (1 + 𝑟 ) if 𝑎 ≥ 0
𝑐 + 𝑐𝑘 + 𝑎0 + 𝑚 − 𝑦 + 𝑇 (𝑦, 𝑎, 𝑐) =
𝑎 (1 + 𝑟 − ) if 𝑎 < 0

𝑉𝑗 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂, 𝜃 𝑘 ) =

max
0

19 We

(3)

assume that the initial draw of skills is related to parents’ skills as an AR(1) process, calibrated using the estimates
of Cunha et al. (2010) (see Section 4 for details on the estimation). Given that measuring skills at birth is particularly hard,
we do several robustness exercises on the distribution of the initial draw of skills in Section 5.1.3.
20 Given the parametric assumptions, we evaluate the children’s utility flow 𝑢, which assumes that they are not working
(i.e., at the value of ℎ = 0).
21 The choice of time and money is made within a discrete set of possible alternatives for computational reasons. When
solving the model we limit the number of options for time and money to 6 each (i.e., 36 total alternatives). We assume that
time 𝜏 enters in a separable manner in the utility function because the cross-sectional data suggest that individuals who
spend more time with their children reduce leisure time instead of hours worked.
22 We discuss the estimation of this parameter in Section 4, but as a preview, we find that the evidence tends to suggest
that time and money are imperfect complements.
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𝑦 = 𝑤𝑒 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃, 𝜂) ℎ, 𝑎0 ≥ 𝑎𝑒,𝑗 , 0 ≤ ℎ + 𝜏 ≤ 1, 𝜂 0 ∼ Γ𝑒,𝑗 (𝜂)
h
i 1/𝜌𝑞,𝑗
𝜌
𝜌𝑞,𝑗
𝜌
𝜌
0
= 𝛼 1,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃𝑐,𝑘𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 2,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐,𝑘
𝜃𝑞,𝑘
+ 𝛼 3,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃𝑐 𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 4,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 5,𝑞,𝑗 𝐼 𝜌𝑞,𝑗
𝑒 𝜈𝑞
𝜈𝑞 ∼ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑞,𝑗,𝜈 ), 𝑞 ∈ {𝑐, 𝑛𝑐}
𝐼 = 𝐴¯ [𝛼𝑚𝑚𝛾 + (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝜏 𝛾 ] 1/𝛾
𝑚 ∈ {𝑚 1, 𝑚 2, ...} ,

𝜏 ∈ {𝜏1, 𝜏2, ...} .

After two periods, the child’s skills are fixed, so the problem is equivalent to equation (2) but with the
extra state variable 𝜃 𝑘 .23
Child becomes independent Just before the agent reaches age-period 𝑗 = 12 (i.e., when she is 44
and the child is 16 years old), she needs to decide the size of monetary transfers 𝑎ˆ to make to her child.
We model this as a sub-period that takes place just before the child becomes independent, with a value
for the agent defined by 𝑉Transfer .
ˆ 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂) + 𝛿E𝑉𝑗𝑠𝑤
ˆ 𝜃 𝑘 , 𝜀) ,
𝑉Transfer (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒, 𝜂, 𝜃 𝑘 ) = max 𝑉𝑗=12 (𝑎 − 𝑎,
0 =5 (𝑎,
𝑎ˆ

𝑎ˆ ≥ 0,

(4)

𝜀 ∼ 𝑁 (𝜀¯𝑒 , 𝜎𝜀 ).

Importantly, the transfer 𝑎ˆ needs to be non-negative (i.e., the parent cannot leave debt to her child nor
borrow against her future income). When making this choice, the parent already knows the realization
of his income shock 𝜂, but is not aware of the school taste draw 𝜀 of her child. The school taste of
the child is stochastic but correlated with the parent’s level of education, which is useful to match the
intergenerational persistence of education. Moreover, recall that the effective school taste from equation
(1) may also depend on the skills level of the child.24 Notice that unlike (3), the value function at this
stage now includes the continuation value of the child 𝑉𝑗 0=5 , where 𝑗 0 stands for the age-period of the
child. This is the last period in which parents’ choices affect their chilren (and future descendants).
As the problem is written recursively, this implies that at every period in which parents’ choices affect
their children’s outcomes (i.e., all previous periods), the utility of their children (and future descendants)
is taken into account. This formulation embeds the parental altruism motive. After the agent’s child
becomes independent, the individual problem is equal to equation (2).
23 This assumption simplifies the solution but is also in line with the evidence on early childhood development. The
literature tends to find that skills are significantly less malleable in older children. In Appendix F, we also provide an
extension in which we incorporate an additional period of skills development. After re-estimating the model, we show
that long-run welfare gains are still sizable. More important for our main result, however, this extension leads to an even
larger gap between long-run and short-run welfare gains since in a model with three periods of skill development, parents
are even more important, as the gains from the early childhood program have more periods during which effects can fade
out—particularly in the short-run analysis. In the long-run, however, the policy is able to create better parents, making the
fading out of the results less prominent than in the short-run.
24 The functional form of the stochastic processes of skills and school taste are specified in Section 4. The assumption
that the school taste is not perfectly known to parents helps make the problem smoother, which is useful for computational
reasons.
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3.1.3

Retirement stage

At 𝑗 = 18 (age 68), the agent retires with two sources of income: savings and retirement benefits. For
simplicity, retirement benefits are assumed to depend on the agent’s education and skills level. Agents
are assumed to provide no work at this stage, so ℎ = 0. Unsecured borrowing is also not allowed at this
stage. Formally, the problem at the age of retirement is
𝑉𝑗 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑒) = max
𝑢 (𝑐, 0) + 𝛽𝑉𝑗+1 (𝑎0, 𝜃, 𝑒) ,
0
𝑐,𝑎

(5)

𝑐 + 𝑎0 = 𝜋 (𝜃, 𝑒) + 𝑎 (1 + 𝑟 ) − 𝑇 (0, 𝑎, 𝑐),
𝑎0 ≥ 0,
where 𝜋 are the retirement benefits, which depend on the agent’s education and skills level.25

3.2

Aggregate production function

We assume there is a representative firm with production technology 𝑌 = 𝐴𝐾 𝛼 𝐻 1−𝛼 , where 𝐴 is the
total factor productivity, 𝐾 is aggregate physical capital and 𝐻 is a CES aggregator of the labor supply
of the two education groups

 1/Ω
𝐻 = 𝑠𝐻 1Ω + (1 − 𝑠) 𝐻 2Ω
.
Capital depreciates at a fixed rate per period.

3.3

Definition of Stationary Equilibrium

The model includes 20 overlapping generations and is solved numerically to characterize the stationary
equilibrium allocation. Stationarity implies that we study an equilibrium in which the cross-sectional
distribution for any given cohort of age-period 𝑗 is invariant over time periods. Particularly important is that the distribution of initial states is determined by the choices of the older generations. The
equilibrium allocation requires that households choose education, consumption, labor supply, parental
time and expenditure investments, and parental transfers such that they maximize their expected utility;
firms maximize profits; and prices (wages of each education group and the interest rate) clear markets.26
(See Appendix B for details.)

25 We

use education together with the skills level, as a proxy to approximate average lifetime income, from which the
retirement benefits are determined. See Section 4 for details.
26 The government is allowed to have other expenses which are wasteful (or linearly separable in the utility) since the
estimation is designed such that the income redistribution is matched (rather than the government’s budget being cleared).
However, whenever we introduce a policy in Section 5 this is done such that these extra government expenses remain fixed.
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3.4

Role for Government

Why do government investments in childhood development increase welfare? While several factors
play a role, the main channel for welfare improvement lies in the government’s capacity to make up
for a parent’s inability to borrow against the child’s future income that would be increased by current
parental investments.
To illustrate this, consider a parent who is poor but invests enough to raise a high-skilled, high-income
child. The parent would then want to smooth consumption intergenerationally. The fact that this investment must come at the cost of her own lifetime consumption reduces her incentive to invest. Suppose,
for now, that parents were free to borrow against their own future income. If the child could promise
to compensate his parent in the future, the parent would not need to reduce her consumption and the
disincentive to invest problem would be avoided. This example shows that imperfect parental altruism
(𝛿 < 1) is not the direct source of underinvestment. Even if parents are perfectly altruistic (𝛿 = 1),
they may want to be compensated by (or borrow against) their children—particularly if they expect
their children to be better off than themselves as in the example mentioned.27 Lack of child-to-parent
compensation is not the only reason for government intervention. Even if the child could compensate
her parent by transferring resources, the timing of those transfers matters. If the compensation takes
place once the child is past the development stage, borrowing constraints can prevent the parent from
using the future money to be transferred at the time that parental investments in the child’s development need to take place. Government investments in early childhood can be thought of as (imperfectly)
replacing the missing compensation-borrowing mechanism via the power of taxation. Rather than children compensating parents for their investments, the government invests directly in children and taxes
them once they are adults.
Borrowing constraints can also reduce investments if the parent is poor today but expects to be richer in
the future. The parent would like to use part of her future income to invest in the child’s development.
Borrowing constraints, however, may prevent that allocation. Finally, in addition to transfers and borrowing constraints, our model is also one with uncertain returns to investments and lack of insurance,
which can also lead to reduced parental investments since this uncertainty creates an extra incentive
for agents to consume and invest in the safe asset rather than in their children.
There is no perfect way to evaluate the importance of each channel; but we use the estimated model to
provide some information. Although these results depend on the model estimation, detailed in Section
4, we believe it is clearer to discuss this decomposition here. We evaluate the welfare gains, using consumption equivalence for newborns under the veil of ignorance, achieved by shutting down each friction independently. To do this we first introduce a small (i.e., prices are not affected) multi-generational
family into our economy that is “special,” in the sense that this family is not (and, importantly, has
never been) subject to one of these three sources of reduced investments (i.e., lack of a compensation
27 Even

low.

though altruism 𝛿 is not the direct source of underinvestment, transfer constraints are more likely to bind if 𝛿 is
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mechanism, uncertainty, and borrowing constraints).28 We then estimate welfare gains by looking at
how much extra consumption an agent would need to be indifferent to being born to a “normal” family
rather than to this special family.
To capture the problem of lack of compensation across generations, we would like to introduce a new
market in which parents and children mutually decide their investments. That is beyond the scope of
this paper so, instead, we focus on a limited form of compensation. We introduce a transfer system
in which the government taxes high-skilled individuals and uses that same money to pay a reward to
parents with a high-skilled child. Thus, instead of compensating parents directly for their investments,
this framework rewards skills which are an outcome of those investments. We evaluate different levels
of taxes/rewards and pick the one that generates the largest welfare gains, i.e., of 36%.29,30 In comparison,
eliminating uncertainty (both in the income process as well as skills development) leads to welfare gains
of 4.4% while enlarging borrowing limits (even up to 2 times the baseline value) generates almost no
gains. Thus, these results suggest that lack of compensation (associated with constraints in borrowing
against future generations’ income) is the leading source of underinvestment, followed by uncertainty
and borrowing constraints.31
Loury (1981) provides a simpler PE model in which he can show that government investments in childhood development are welfare improving even when lump-sum taxes are needed pay for them.32 In
Section 5 we quantitatively evaluate such a policy in our richer model, which also takes into account
distortive taxation and GE effects.

28 It

is important to allow for the dynamic effect on distributions to take place when closing each channel. This is why
we highlight that this “special” family has never been subject to the source of the problem.
29 Notice that this compensation mechanism implies that parents receive the money when the child is young but the
child only pays once he is an adult. This is important for the results: if the child has to pay before accumulating savings
and the parent receives the money only after the child is past the development stage, welfare gains are smaller. In such a
case, borrowing constraints limit the amount of money the child can use for the reward as well as the amount of money the
parent can borrow at the time the parental investments take place.
30 This case is associated with increases in average parental time and money investments of over 200% and 400%, respectively. Intergenerational mobility within this special family, measured according to the rank-rank coefficient, is also 40%
higher.
31 There are alternative ways to try to measure the relevance of each channel. We also compared investment choices
this special family makes relative to a baseline family with similar characteristics regarding skills—results are similar if
we compare families with similar income. We find that doubling the borrowing limits would lead a low-skilled family to
invest approximately 3% more than with the estimated borrowing constraints. In comparison, increasing borrowing limits
for high-skilled families only increases their investments by less than 0.5%. On the other hand, eliminating the uncertainty
increases the investments of high-skilled families by 27% but has a smaller effect (15%) on low-skilled families.
32 Baland and Robinson (2000) also use a PE model of parental investments (though to study child labor) and highlight
the theoretical role of two channels: potentially binding parental transfer constraints and potentially binding borrowing
constraints. They find gains from increasing parental investments (reducing child labor in their interpretation) when either
constraint binds.
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4

Estimation

In this section we describe how we parameterize and estimate the model. The model is estimated using
simulated method of moments to match standard moments as well as more novel ones (e.g., moments informative about parental investments) for the US in the 2000s. Some of the parameters can be estimated
“externally,” while others must be estimated “internally” from the simulation of the model. For these, we
numerically solve the steady state of this economy, obtain the ergodic distribution of the economy, and
calculate the moments of interest. Table 4 summarizes the parameters and moments used. After estimating the model, we validate the model using non-targeted moments as well as experimental evidence
from an RCT that involved an early childhood program.

4.1

Preliminaries

Data and sample selection The model is estimated to match household level data so an agent in the
model corresponds to a household with two adults in the data.33 We use four primary data sources: (i)
the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID); (ii) the Child Development Supplement (CDS) to PSID; (iii)
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX), and (iv) the 1979 cohort of the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth (NLSY). We select a population for which our model can be taken as a reasonable approximation
to household behavior and impose two main selection criteria on the PSID and NLSY data. First, as
is standard in the literature (e.g., Heathcote et al., 2010), we drop household observations that report
hourly wages below half the minimum wage. There is no marriage decision in our model, so to avoid
differences in income and time availability due to single parenthood, we keep only households with two
adults. Lastly, we drop individuals who do not have a high-school degree, which reduces the sample
by approximately 8% and decreases the computational complexity as in this way we have only two
education levels.34 Details about sample selection are reported in Appendix A.
Demographics An age-period in the model is four years. For the purposes of this paper, individuals
become independent at the start of age-period 𝑗 = 5 (age 16), and they start with the equivalent of
12 years of education. They can go to college (one period), and so the maximum age for education is
𝑗 = 6 (age 20). Parental time and money investment decisions are made at the time of (average first)
birth 𝑗 = 8 (age 28) and the period after. At age 𝑗 = 12 (age 44), just before the agent’s child becomes
independent, she chooses the assets to transfer to her child. Retirement occurs at 𝑗 = 18 (age 68). Death
is assumed to occur for all agents at age 𝑗 = 21 (age 80).

33 Given

that fertility is exogenous in the model, this implies that every household in the model has one household (i.e.,
two children) as offspring.
34 High-school graduates are defined as individuals with 12 to 15 years of education, while college graduates are defined
as individuals with at least 16 years of education.
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Prices Prices are normalized such that the average annual household income of a high school graduate
at age 48 is equal to 1 in the model. In the (PSID) data, this income is equal to $58, 723. The yearly price
of college is estimated using the Delta Cost Project to be $6, 588.35 All prices mentioned are in 2000
dollars.
Borrowing constraints Based on self-reported limits on unsecured credit by family from the Survey of Consumer Finances, we estimate the borrowing limits for working-age individuals 𝑎(𝑒) to be
{−$20, 000, −$34, 000} for high-school and college graduates, respectively.
Taxes and replacement benefits The tax function is assumed to be 𝑇 (𝑦, 𝑎, 𝑐) = 𝜏𝑦𝑦 + 𝜏𝑘 𝑎𝑟 1𝑎≥0 +
𝜏𝑐 𝑐 − 𝜔. Based on McDaniel (2007), we set 𝜏𝑦 = 0.22, 𝜏𝑘 = 0.27, and 𝜏𝑐 = 0.07. The government’s lump
sum transfer to households 𝜔 is estimated to match the income redistribution observed in the data (as
measured by the ratio of the variance of pre-tax income to after-tax income). The pension replacement
rate is based on the federal Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance program. We use education
and cognitive skill level to estimate the average lifetime income on which the replacement benefit is
based.36 Any amount raised in taxes beyond the expenses on transfers is ignored (i.e., not valued or
valued in a linearly independent fashion), and this quantity is held constant in all policy experiments.
Intergenerational transmission of skills Cunha et al. (2010) estimate children’s future skills as
dependent on children’s current skills, parents’ skills, and an index of parental investments (which is an
unobserved factor in their estimation). We assume that the child development function is of the nested
CES form. The outer CES is based on Cunha et al. but we parameterize and estimate the investment
factor as an inner CES, with parental time and monetary expenditures as inputs. Hence, the functional
forms are
i 1/𝜌𝑞,𝑗
h
𝜌
𝜌𝑞,𝑗
𝜌
𝜌
0
𝜃𝑞,𝑘
= 𝛼 1,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃𝑐,𝑘𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 2,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐,𝑘
+ 𝛼 3,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃𝑐 𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 4,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 5,𝑞,𝑗 𝐼 𝜌𝑞,𝑗
𝑒 𝜈𝑞

(6)

𝜈𝑞 ∼ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑞,𝑗,𝜈 ), 𝑞 ∈ {𝑐, 𝑛𝑐}
𝐼 = 𝐴¯ [𝛼𝑚𝑚𝛾 + (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝜏 𝛾 ] 1/𝛾 .
We use Cunha et al.’s preferred estimation (on a representative sample) for the outer CES, which requires
allowing parameters to vary with the age of the children. We are able to use their estimates because they
also report summary statistics for skill vectors 𝜃 𝑘 and 𝜃 , particularly the estimated covariances.37 Their
main finding is that skills are more malleable when children are young, i.e., the elasticity of substitution

35 We

take into account grants and scholarships, such that only private tuition costs are considered.
Appendix C.2 for details.
37 Appendix Table C1 shows the parameter values and standard deviations. We also need to transform their estimates
from 2-year periods to 4-year periods. See Appendix C.1 for details.
36 See
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determined by 𝜌 𝑗 is larger the younger the children. 38,39
as assumed by Cunha et al., parental investments 𝐼 are assumed to be unique and cannot be separated between skills. Then, we estimate 𝛼𝑚 to match the average ratio of money to time investments, 𝛾 to match
the correlation between the two investments, and 𝐴¯ to match the efficiency of these investments such
that the average level of log-cognitive skills in the estimated economy is zero, since this normalization
approach is used by Cunha et al. and we estimate the income process under this normalization.40
Agostinelli and Wiswall (2016a) use a Monte-Carlo simulation exercise to show that Cunha et al.’s
estimates may be biased. In particular, they suggest that estimates of 𝜌 𝑗 may be biased towards zero, and
estimates of 𝛼 1𝑗 may be upward biased. Agostinelli and Wiswall (2016b) proposes another methodology
but are only able to apply it on children older than 5 years of age, hence limiting its use for our purposes.
However, given the importance of the skills production function, in Section 5.1.3 we evaluate how our
results would change if parameters were moved in the direction suggested by Agostinelli and Wiswall
(2016a) and show that our main results are robust to relatively large changes in the parameters.
Wages and return to skills The wage process and return to skills are important elements for the
model since they determine the career profile, including the amount of uncertainty. We estimate the
wage process for high-school and college graduates separately, allowing for differences across age and
skills, to provide an estimate for the return to skills.41 Heckman et al. (2006) document that cognitive
skills affect earnings around five times more than non-cognitive skills, so we make the simplifying
assumption that only cognitive skills directly affect earnings in the labor market.42
We propose that the wage process of household 𝑖 with education 𝑒 at age 𝑗 is given by 𝑤𝑒,𝑡 𝐸𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 , where
𝐸𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 are the efficiency units. These are defined by 𝐸𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 = 𝜖𝑒,𝑗 𝜓𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 where 𝜖𝑒,𝑗 is the age profile for the

38 Cunha

et al. highlight that abstracting from the two types of skills (i.e., cognitive and non-cognitive) leads to estimates
that suggest that investments on low-skilled children are much less productive (i.e., a more negative 𝜌 𝑗 ).
39 The initial draw of 𝜃 is also estimated by Cunha et al. so we use their estimates on the covariances—Appendix Table
𝑘
10-3 in their paper—of these initial draws in our model. In particular, we assume that the initial draw of cognitive and noncognitive skills is related to parents cognitive
and non-cognitive skills, respectively. In particular, the initial draw of cognitive

skills is given by 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜃 𝑖𝑐 ) = 𝜌𝑐 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜃 𝑝𝑐 + 𝜈𝑖𝑐 , where 𝜃 𝑝𝑐 is the cognitive skill level of the parent and idiosyncratic shock 𝜈𝑖𝑐 is
normally distributed. The same function (with different parameter values) is used for non-cognitive skills. Parameter values
are estimated to match the above mentioned covariances.
40 Cunha et al. (2010) re-normalize skills every period, while our estimation procedure only targets that the normalization
needs to hold at the end of the skills development process. Nevertheless, average skills (in logs) are close to zero (0.1) at the
end of the first period of development and results are robust to making 𝐴¯ age dependent so that skills are normalized every
period. Results, available upon request, are almost unchanged if we make 𝐴¯ age dependent and normalize both periods to
have average log-skills of 0.
41 As in the rest of the model, these are estimated using data from households with two adults. Details about sample
selection are reported in Appendix A.
42 Even though non-cognitive skills are assumed to not affect wages directly, the estimated model allows them to affect
the (cognitive and non-cognitive) skills production function as well as education choices through the school taste function
𝜅.
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education group 𝑒 and 𝜓𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 is the idiosyncratic labor productivity, which is specified as:

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜓𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 = 𝜆𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜃 𝑖𝑐 ) + 𝜂𝑖,𝑒,𝑗
𝜂𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 = 𝜌𝑒 𝜂𝑖,𝑒,𝑗−1 + 𝑧𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 ,


𝑖𝑖𝑑
𝑧𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 ∼ 𝑁 0, 𝜎𝑒,𝑧 ,

where 𝜃 𝑖𝑐 is the level of cognitive skills (one of the elements of 𝜃 𝑖 ) and 𝜂𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 is the idiosyncratic shock.
The initial value of productivity of an agent 𝜂𝑒,0 is drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero
and variance 𝜎𝑒,𝜂0 . The heterogeneity of the impact of skills on wages 𝜆𝑒 across education groups is
particularly relevant for the education choices of agents with different abilities.
First, we use data from the PSID to estimate separately, by education group, the age profile 𝜖𝑒,𝑗 as a
second order polynomial. Since the model has 4-year-long periods, we estimate this income process by
grouping observations over 4 years correcting for selection into work.43 We include year fixed effects
to control for possible changes in average wages over time. We use the PSID instead of NLSY because
it includes a representative cross-section every year, so it avoids having the average age of the sample
change directly with the calendar year.44 Appendix Table A3 reports the results from this estimation,
where the main finding is that age profiles are steeper for college graduates than high school graduates.
Second, we move to the NLSY to identify the effect of skills on wages. The NLSY is useful for this
because it reports the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) score for sampled individuals, a typical
measure of cognitive skills. For each household, we remove the appropriate age profile estimated from
the PSID, and estimate the return to skills.45 Consistent with previous evidence, Table 1 shows that
these return is higher for college graduates than high-school graduates.46
Finally, the residual after removing the age and skill component is used to estimate the process for the
idiosyncratic shock 𝜂𝑖,𝑒,𝑗 . We allow for measurement error and use a minimum distance estimator (i.e.,
we use as moments the covariances of the wage residuals at different time lags and age groups), separately for each education group. As reported in Table 2, the results suggest that shocks are persistent,
particularly for higher-educated groups.

43 To control for selection into work we use a Heckman-selection estimator. In particular, we construct Inverse Mills
ratios by estimating the participating equation separately for each education group using number of children as well as
year-region fixed effects.
44 Moreover, given the sampling methodology of the NLSY, it is still not possible to observe individuals over the age of
60. And, even if we were able to, it would be harder to distinguish age effects from year effects.
45 In order to ease the interpretation of the results, we highlight that the standard deviation of log(AFQT) in the sample
is approximately 0.05. Moreover, the average log(AFQT) is 5.19 and 5.38 for high school and college graduates, respectively.
46 Abbott et al. (2019) also show that skills increase hourly wages, and that this return is higher among college graduates
than among high school graduates. We contribute to this literature by highlighting that this pattern is robust to a focus on
two-adult-households.
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Table 1: Return to skills by education group
(1)
High School

(2)
College

0.471***
(0.0335)
7,015
0.045
988

1.008***
(0.0768)
3,378
0.082
487

log(AFQT)
Observations
R-squared
# of households

Source: NLSY. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *, **, ***
denote statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent, respectively. log(AFQT) refers to the natural logarithm of the AFQT89
raw score. The regression includes year fixed effects. Methodology is explained in the main text.

Table 2: Income process estimation: idiosyncratic

𝜌𝑒
𝜎𝑒,𝑧
𝜎𝑒,𝜂0

(1)
High School

(2)
College

0.924
0.029
0.050

0.966
0.046
0.047

Source: NLSY. A period is 4 years long. Methodology is explained
in the main text.

Parental Investments The PSID survey follows a nationally representative sample of over 18,000
individuals living in the US, and the CDS provides information on a subsample of children: their test
scores, time spent with parents, and parental expenditures on them. The main benefit of the CDS dataset
for this study is that it compiles detailed diaries on the time parents spend with their children. Using
these diaries, we estimate the amount of “quality time” parents spend with their children, focusing on
time spent playing and reading with them since these are suggested to be the most productive forms of
interactions for young children’s development (Samuelsson and Carlsson, 2008).47
Even though PSID data includes some forms of parental expenditures, it typically misses expenditures
on school fees, extracurricular activities, museums, nannies, and other related costs.48 Thus, for our
main estimates of parental monetary investments we use the CEX (survey years 1996 to 2000). We follow
the steps suggested by the US Department of Agriculture and Lee and Seshadri (2019) and estimate
47 See

Appendix A.1 for details.
of the moments in the estimation is the correlation between parental time and money investments. For this
moment, we are required to use PSID-CDS data for both forms of investment. We follow the same selection criteria as those
used with the CEX.
48 One
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the parental expenditures on child-care dropping parents who report no child-care expenses.49 Table
3 presents summary evidence on parental investments in children. In the data, there is substantial
heterogeneity in parents’ characteristics. Given that the model used in this paper does not have fertility
or marriage choices, we highlight that the moments used for the estimation are almost unchanged when
we focus on a more homogeneous sample. The first column refers to the whole sample, as studied above.
The second column focuses on families with two children in which the two parents live together while
the child is under the age of 12. We prefer to use the estimates from the whole sample since the more
restrictive sample is much smaller (4,024 vs. 1,546 children). Weekly hours with children is the moment
we use in the estimation of the model, so it is important to note that even though married parents
tend to spend more time with their children than non-married parents, the difference between sample
averages is only 2.6 hours/week. We interpret these findings as suggesting that the model estimation
wouldn’t change significantly if we made the sample selection more restrictive.
Table 3: Parental Investments: Summary

Sample Means
Weekly Hours
Yearly Expenditures

Regression Coefficients
Hours on College
Log(Hours) on Log(Income)
Expenditures on College
Log(Expenditures) on Log(Income)

All

Parents Together
2 Children

18.0
(0.3071)
1,966
(35.53)

20.6
(0.6721)
1,553
(57.31)

3.734***
(0.518)
0.123***
(0.0234)
732.4***
(67.80)
0.391***
(0.0285)

2.473**
(1.179)
0.0481
(0.0760)
665.7***
(106.75)
0.634***
(0.0624)

Source: PSID-CDS and CEX. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent, respectively. Weekly hours are based on “quality hours” as defined
in the text, estimated using PSID-CDS data. Yearly expenditures includes child-care expenditures,
estimated using CEX data. Methodology is explained in the main text.

The bottom four rows summarize the cross-sectional evidence which is used in the validation of the
model. Part of the heterogeneity of time investments across children is reduced when we focus on
more selective samples, but higher-educated and higher-income parents tend to spend more time and
money on their children.
49 Our

estimates for average expenditures are very similar to those in the USDA report “Expenditures on Children by
Families, 2015” (based on CEX data) and those used by Lee and Seshadri (2019) (based on PSID-CDS data).
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School taste In this class of models it is difficult to match the education intergenerational persistence
so we follow previous studies that introduced school taste, also termed “psychic costs of education” (e.g.,
Abbott et al., 2019; Krueger and Ludwig, 2016). We assume that school taste in utility terms follows the

function 𝜅 (𝜀, 𝜃 ) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛼 + 𝛼𝜃𝑐 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜃𝑐 ) + 𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜃 𝑛𝑐 ) + 𝜀 . This function allows for higher skilled individuals to have (on average) lower levels of school taste if 𝛼𝜃𝑐 <
 0 and 𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐 < 0. Then, 𝜀 is an idiosyncratic
𝜎2
shock which is assumed to follow a normal distribution 𝑁 𝜀¯𝑒𝑝 − 2𝜀 , 𝜎𝜀 that has a possibly different
mean depending on the parents’ education. Without loss of generality, we assume that this mean is zero
for children of high-school graduates. Even though all parameters are related, it is intuitive to think that
𝛼 is estimated to match the college graduation share, 𝛼𝜃𝑐 and 𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐 are estimated to match the relation
between college graduation and skills (measured by regressing a college graduation dummy on the log
of cognitive and non-cognitive skills), 𝜎𝜀 is estimated to match the variance in college graduation after
controlling for skills (i.e., the variance of the residual in the previous regression), and 𝜀¯𝑒𝑝 is estimated
to match the intergenerational persistence of education.
College loans College students have access to subsidized loans at rate 𝑟 𝑠 = 𝑟 + 𝜄𝑠 . According to
the National Center for Education Statistics report “Student Financing of Undergraduate Education:
1999–2000,” among the undergraduates who borrow, nearly all (97%) took out federal student loans,
while only 13% took out non-federal loans. Moreover, the average loan value was similar for both
federal and non-federal loans. Since average values were similar but federal loans were significantly
more common, we focus on federal loans for our model estimation. Among federal loans, the Stafford
loan program was the most commonly used: 96% of undergraduates who borrowed took out Stafford
loans. The second most common loans were Perkins loans, but they were much smaller: only 11%
of borrowers used Perkins loans and average amounts were one quarter of average Stafford amounts.
Therefore, we focus on Stafford loans. Stafford offers multiple types of loans so we use the weighted
average interest rate to set 𝜄𝑠 = 0.009 (see Daruich and Kozlowski, 2019). In the model, the borrowing
limit while in college is the set to match the cumulative borrowing limit on Stafford loans ($23,000).
Preferences We specify the period utility over consumption and labor as
ℎ 1+𝛾ℎ
𝑐 1−𝛾𝑐
−𝜇
.
𝑢 (𝑐, ℎ) =
1 − 𝛾𝑐
1 + 𝛾ℎ
We follow the literature and assume that 𝛾𝑐 = 2 and 𝛾ℎ = 3 (i.e., the Frisch elasticity is 1/3).50 𝜇 is
estimated to match average hours of labor. When parents choose their time with children 𝜏, the disutility
is assumed to be linear (i.e., 𝑣 (𝜏) = 𝜉𝜏). 𝜉 is estimated to match estimated average hours with children.
Finally, the altruism factor 𝛿 is estimated to match the average monetary transfers from parents to
children, as estimated from the Rosters and Transfers supplement to the PSID. We estimate average
transfers per age group of children (until they are 26 years old) and obtain an estimate of total parental
50 See

Meghir and Phillips (2010) for a discussion on estimates of the Frisch elasticity.
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transfers per child of $48,381, which corresponds to 75% of average annual household income.51 The
benefit of using this data is that we can keep the estimation sample consistent with those used for other
moments, but an important caveat is that, given the data structure, we are unlikely to observe bequests
or late-in-life transfers. Nevertheless, we find that our estimates of 𝛿 are in line with the literature.52
Aggregate production function We assume there is an aggregate firm with production function
𝑌 = 𝐴𝐾 𝛼 𝐻 1−𝛼 , where 𝐻 is a CES aggregator of the labor supply of the two education groups

 1/Ω
𝐻 = 𝑠𝐻 1Ω + (1 − 𝑠) 𝐻 2Ω
.
We set 𝛼 = 13 and estimate the CES aggregator. We estimate Ω = 0.43 and 𝑠 to be 0.53. This leads to
1
= 1.75, which is close to
an elasticity of substitution between high school and college graduates of 1−Ω
previous estimates (e.g., Katz and Murphy, 1992; Heckman et al., 1998). (See Appendix C for details on
the estimation.) 𝐴 is chosen such that the price normalization mentioned above holds. The per-period
capital depreciation rate is set such that the annualized depreciation rate is 6.5%.

4.2

Simulated Methods of Moments: Results

Thirteen parameters of the model are estimated using simulated method of moments. 𝛿 relates to the
degree of altruism, while 𝜇 and 𝜉 are the disutility of labor and time spent with children, respectively.
𝛼, 𝛼𝜃 , 𝜀¯, and 𝜎𝜀 relate to the distribution of school taste and its relation to skills and parental education.
¯ 𝛼𝑚 , and 𝛾 relate to the effect of parental time and money investments in building skills. 𝜔 relates to
𝐴,
the government’s redistribution of income. Finally, 𝜄 is the wedge in the interest rate between saving
and borrowing.
51 We

follow a procedure similar to that used by Johnson (2013). This procedure is similar to the one used to estimate
total fertility rates, which is useful since only information on recent transfers is typically available (i.e., not the history of all
transfers). In particular, we divide children into 2-year age groups between the ages of 17 and 26 and calculate the average
parental transfer received by each of these groups. We then sum all these averages to estimate total transfers received. PSID
transfer data include large transfers to buy houses or cars as well as in-kind transfers like college tuition. We also take into
account housing costs if the child lives with the parents, assigning in such cases the average annual rent value of $7,110 as a
transfer. Our estimates are in line with, but slightly larger, than the ones from Johnson (2013) and Abbott et al. (2019)—20%
and 30% larger, respectively—since we include a few more years of transfers and focus on children with one sibling (so that
the family size for each parent is consistent with the model). Section 5.1.3 shows that the welfare gains from the policy
studied here tend to be smaller when 𝛿 is higher (when the target moment of transfers is higher). Therefore, our results
should be conservative if compared to alternative estimations based on Johnson (2013) and Abbott et al. (2019).
52 An alternative procedure to estimate 𝛿 would be to use as a target moment an estimate of the total size of family
transfers based on sources different from the PSID. For example, Brown and Weisbenner (2004) use a flow-to-stock conversion methodology to estimate that the share of wealth explained by parental transfers is around 29% (though this estimate
depends substantially on the interest rate used). Obtaining a similar estimate in our model would require a share of total
parental transfers equal to approximately 85%, which implies increasing the altruism factor by approximately 0.03, as seen
in Appendix C.4. Our robustness results in Section 5.1.3 show that 𝛿 is important for our results, but a change of this magnitude is only likely to reduce the welfare gains of a government policy that invests in children’s development—our main
results—by less than 1 percentage point of our baseline estimates.
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We implement a simulated method of moments procedure to estimate the model. We use a Sobol sequence in order to solve and simulate the model in a thirteen-dimensional hypercube in which parameters are distributed uniformly and over a “large” support. This provides a global method to find
potentially good combinations of parameters. In Appendix C.4 we show how these solutions can be
used to justify the selection of each moment (i.e., why each moment is informative for each parameter).
The drawback is that the distance between parameter sets may be large so many solutions are required
to properly cover the hypercube. Having solved the model in all these points we then use a standard
minimum distance estimator to find the set of parameters that best fit the moments of choice.53 After
bootstrapping the target moments in the data, we can also use the same model solutions to find standard
deviations. Table 4 shows the estimated parameters and the corresponding moments in the simulated
economy.54
The model provides a good fit of the data. The distribution of education, its relation with skills, and
its intergenerational persistence are close to their data counterparts. Average time working and with
children are successfully matched. The relation between money and time investments is well captured
in the model. Finally, the share of borrowers in the simulated model is similar to that found in the
Survey of Consumer Finances. We also remark that the average productivity of parental investments is
selected such that the average level of log-skills in the economy is around its normalized value of zero.
The income redistribution in the model, as measured by the ratio of the variances of log disposable
income and log pre-government-income, is close to its empirical estimate.
In Section 5.1.3 we test the importance of these parameters by looking at how much results change
when each parameter is changed according to its standard deviation. Average parent-to-child transfers
are slightly lower in the model than in the data but we highlight that the estimated altruism factor
𝛿 = 0.475 is in line with the literature (e.g., Manuelli and Seshadri, 2009; Abbott et al., 2019; Lee and
Seshadri, 2019). Moreover, 𝛿 has a small standard deviation due to how much those transfers change in
the model when the parameter 𝛿 is moved. A second parameter of interest is the substitutability between
time and money investments given by 𝛾 = −0.20. This suggests that the elasticity of substitution is equal
to 0.83.55 Even though the standard deviation for this parameter is not as tight as others, Section 5.1.3
53 Given that the distance distance between parameter sets may be large, we could also use these model solutions as
starting points for a local estimator. We found this method to provide a good fit of the data without requiring the use of a
local estimator.
54 In addition to our target moments calculated with the full sample (call these 𝑀 ) in our data, we also calculate target
0
moments 𝑀𝑛 by bootstrap, for 𝑛 = 1, ..., 𝑁 . We obtain the set of parameters 𝑃𝑛 that best fit each set of moments 𝑀𝑛 , for
𝑛 = 0, ..., 𝑁 . Table 4 shows the estimated parameters 𝑃0 and the corresponding moments in the simulated economy. The
standard deviation is obtained using 𝑃𝑛 for 𝑛 = 1, ..., 𝑁 . A benefit of not using a local estimator as a second step in the
estimation process is that we can use all the same original model solutions and simulations to calculate standard errors
through bootstrapping without requiring the use of a local estimator for each set of target moments. See Appendix C.4 for
more details.
55 The key moment behind this parameter estimation is the correlation between time and money investments seen in the
data. A relevant concern is that this is driven by effects other than the production function’s substitutability. For example,
heterogeneous altruism levels (or other parental characteristics not considered in the model) could lead to correlation between the two. We find, however, that even if we focus on sets of parents who are more homogeneous (e.g., by education,
income, number of children, or marital status), who are likely to be more similar in these other characteristics, the correlation
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shows that our main results are almost unaffected when we move 𝛾 within one standard deviation.
Table 4: Estimation: parameters and moments
Parameter Value Std. Dev. Description

Moment

Data Model

Preferences
𝜇
𝛿

176.8
0.475

(9.12)
(0.011)

Mean labor disutility
Altruism

Avg. hours worked
Parent-to-child transfer as
share of avg. annual income

65.2
0.75

65.9
0.73

School Taste:
𝛼
𝛼𝜃𝑐
𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐
𝜎𝜀
𝜀¯

5.38
-0.55
-1.15
2.51
-1.55

(1.61)
(0.35)
(0.36)
(0.46)
(0.63)

Avg. taste for college
College taste and cog. skills relation
College taste and non-cog. skills relation
SD of college taste shock
Draw of school taste:
mean by parent’s education

College share
College: cog skills slope
College: non-cog skills slope
College: residual variance
Intergenerational persistence
of education

33
0.23
0.16
0.20
0.70

30
0.23
0.15
0.18
0.75

Avg. hours with children

18.0

17.2

Average log(skill)
Ratio of money to hours
Money-time correlation

0.0
218
0.93

0.0
183
0.88

Skill Formation Productivity:
𝜉
0.12
(0.03)
𝐴¯
𝛼𝑚
𝛾

32.4
0.91
-0.20

(1.30)
(0.02)
(0.45)

Parental time disutility
of time with children
Returns to investments
Money productivity
Money-time substitutability

Interest rate
𝜄 (×102 )

4.9

(1.22)

Borrow-save wedge

Share of borrowers

4.5

4.2

Government
𝜔 (×10)

2.05

(0.04)

Lump-sum transfer

Income variance ratio:
Disposable to pre-gov

0.69

0.70

Notes: Parent-to-child transfers, hours worked, skill formation moments and intergenerational persistence of education are estimated from PSID-CDS data.
For the money-time correlation, we group parents by deciles of time investments and compute average time and money investments for each decile. We then
compute the correlation between the two averages. Share of borrowers is estimated from the Survey of Consumer Finances. College share, college-skills slope
and college residual variance are estimated using NLSY. Bootstrap standard deviations in parentheses. All moments matter for all parameters, but each line
highlights the moment that is particularly informative for the corresponding parameter. See Appendix C.4 for more details.

4.3

Validation Exercises

We test the validity of the estimated model in two ways. First, we look at relevant moments which are
not directly targeted in the estimation. Then, we follow a more novel approach of using experimental
evidence to test the model predictions when a policy related to childhood development is introduced.

Non-targeted moments
Table 5 summarizes the first validation results (i.e., those from non-targeted moments). As shown in Table 3, families from higher socioeconomic groups tend to invest more time and money in their children’s
development. The estimated model displays similar qualitative features. College-graduate parents in the
between time and money investments is generally high, leading to similar levels of complementarity in the estimation.
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model spend on average $752 more per child than high-school graduate parents. They also spend 4.5
more hours weekly with their children. These numbers are similar to our empirical estimates based on
PSID-CDS and CEX data. The model tends to produce a larger regression coefficient of log-expenditures
to log-income than the CEX data, which may be due to the fact that many (typically low-income) parents in the data report zero expenditures and they have to be dropped from this regression. Finally, the
regression coefficient of log-hours to log-income is similar but slightly smaller in the model than in the
data when using all types of families. These regression coefficients become even more similar if we use
instead only families with two parents and two children.
Table 5: Validation: Non-targeted moments
Moment
Data
Regression of parental investments to parents’ characteristics (Table 3)
All Homogeneous
Families
Families
Hours on college ed. parent
3.7
2.5
Expenditures on college ed. parent
732
666
Log hours on log parent income
0.12
0.05
Log expenditures on log parent income
0.39
0.63

Model

4.5
752
0.07
0.87

Intergenerational Mobility (Chetty et al, 2016 and PSID-CDS)
Rank-Rank coefficient
0.26–0.29
Regression of college to log-parent income
0.24

0.29
0.18

Inequality (PSID)
Gini
Top-Bottom

0.32
3.7

0.27
3.1

Savings (Inklaar and Timmer, 2013)
Capital-Output Ratio (annualized)

≈3

2.8

1.6
≈ 10%

1.7
12%

Return to College (PSID and Heckman et al, 2006)
Income Ratio: College – HS Graduate
Yearly return

All moments are computed using the estimated model in steady state. Moments on investments towards
children were calculated for children around age 4 in the data. In the model we use the average between the
corresponding moments for children aged 0–3 and aged 4–7. All families refers to all children in the sample.
Homogeneous families refers to children in households with two adults and two children.

Chetty et al. (2014) estimates intergenerational mobility, as measured by the income rank persistence
across generations, to be between 0.26 and 0.29 for children of families with married parents (the closest
to our agents in the model). In the model this persistence is 0.29, within that range. Another measure of
mobility is the correlation between college graduation and parents’ income. Using PSID-CDS data, we
regress a college graduation dummy to parents’ log-income and obtain a coefficient of 0.24. Doing the
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same in the simulated model, we obtain a slightly lower but similar coefficient of 0.18. Labor income
inequality is also well captured by the model: both the Gini and top-bottom coefficients are below but
similar to the data.56 The return to college in the model is similar to the empirical estimates in the data.
The income ratio between college and high-school graduates in the model is 1.7 similar to the value
found using PSID data (1.6). We also estimate the yearly return to attending college in the model (for
the whole population and taking into account fees), which is another endogenous source of inequality,
to be 12%, similar to the average estimates reported by Heckman et al. (2006).57 Finally, regarding
savings, the (annualized) capital-output ratio in the estimated model is 2.8 which is above but close to
its typical empirical estimate of 3.

Using experimental evidence
We also use experimental evidence to test the validity of the most important novelty in our model:
childhood development. Garcia et al. (2019) studied an RCT in which a small group of disadvantaged
children were introduced into two high-quality early childhood development programs (ABC and CARE
in North Carolina) that cost approximately $13,500 per year.58 The kids entered the program when they
were around eight weeks old and stayed for five years.
We introduce a similar policy in the model. From the steady state, we simulate a policy in which the
government unexpectedly introduces money directly into the early development of some children. This
involves adding money directly into the children’s development function in equation (6)—unexpectedly,
when they are 0–4 years old, and for only one generation. In the model, this is introduced as the
government spending 𝑔 directly on the child’s skills such that
𝐼 = 𝐴¯ [𝛼𝑚 (𝑚 + 𝑔)𝛾 + (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝜏 𝛾 ] 1/𝛾 .

(7)

We assume that 𝑔 is a perfect substitute of 𝑚, as if both were used to acquire early childhood education goods available in the market.59 Although unexpected, parents are allowed to change their choices
(including 𝑚 and 𝑡) after 𝑔 is introduced. Government spending 𝑔 will crowd out parental money in56 Top-bottom refers to the ratio of average incomes between the top 80th to 95th percentiles and those in the bottom 5th
to 20th percentiles.
57 We calculated the yearly return in the model to a college education by first evaluating the lifetime income change (in
net present value) of becoming a college graduate for every individual in our simulated economy. We then subtract the
college education cost, take the average across individuals and calculate the equivalent annual return.
58 They report the cost was $18,000 (in 2016 dollars) but adjusting prices by inflation (to obtain prices in 2000 dollars)
brings the cost down to $13,500. Given that our model period is 4 years long, we interpret the policy as providing 𝑔 equal to
$54,000 ($13,500 × 4 years) in the first period and $13,500 (1 year) in the second period.
59 If 𝑔 was not a perfect substitute for 𝑚 but provided an input different from 𝑚 or 𝜏, we would generally expect effects
to be larger since in such a case the government would be able to provide something that parents are not able to provide
(and hence, crowding out would be smaller). Effects would be smaller if 𝑔 also crowds out 𝜏, which in our formulation has
to do with the estimated complementarity/substitutability between 𝑚 and 𝜏: The more substitutable, the more likely that 𝑔
will not only crowd out 𝑚 but also 𝜏. In Section 5.1.3, however, we show that our main results are almost unaffected when
we increase the elasticity of substitution by one standard deviation (from 0.83 to 1.33).
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vestments 𝑚 (until 𝑚 = 0), while the effect on time 𝜏 is not obvious since the estimation results imply
that money and time are imperfect complements.60 Given the estimated complementarity between 𝜏
and 𝑚, parents in the model spend on average 5 more hours with their children after going through the
intervention (the increase is even larger for lower-educated or lower-income parents).
The policy in the model is introduced with three specific characteristics in order to be comparable to
that in the RCT. First, the RCT focused on a small group of children so prices in the economy would
not be affected. Thus, when we introduce the policy in the model we abstract from wage and interest rate changes. Second, the experiment focused on disadvantaged children of lower-educated and
lower-income parents—Garcia et al. estimate that the average annual household earnings of the target
population were approximately $5,000 (2000 USD). Therefore, in our model, we also want to compare
the effect of such a policy on disadvantaged children. Finally, the children in this RCT did not expect
their own children to also participate in the program. Therefore, the policy in the model is also introduced as a temporary one-generation policy in which effects are evaluated on the targeted generation
alone.
Garcia et al. observe the education and income of these children at two specific ages (the latest being
age 30). Given that it is not trivial to choose an equivalent target population in our model, Figure 2
shows the effects in the model for different target populations. The three lines in each panel show the
effect on all children, children of high-school-graduate parents, and children of high-school-graduate
parents with low initial draws of skills (i.e., in the bottom third). Moreover, for each group, Figure 2
also shows the effects for children of parents with different levels of annual earnings. The dashed line
shows the effects estimated by Garcia et al..61
Garcia et al. find that the policy led to an increase in the college graduation rate of approximately
15 percentage points. Our model, as shown by panel (a) of Figure 2, predicts large increases in this
rate as well, particularly when focusing on low-income parents (recall that Garcia et al. estimate that
the average annual household earnings of the target population were approximately $5,000). Panel (b)
shows that income at age 30 increases by very similar amounts for intervened children in our model
as does in Garcia et al.’s RCT. Garcia et al. further use these effects on income and education, together
with a life-cycle-income profile, to predict a return in lifetime earnings (in net present value) of 1.3
dollars for every dollar spent. Our model predicts similar returns, but possibly slightly smaller due
to differences in the life-cycle-income profile.62 Figure 2 also shows that more advantaged groups of
60 A potential interpretation for 𝑚 is that it is buying time with teachers in early childhood centers. Our baseline model
does not include a market for this (which may be particularly relevant for the large-scale policy analysis in Section 5), but in
Section 5.1.4 we discuss an extension in which producing this early childhood input requires a college-graduate individual’s
time. Thus, a large-scale government intervention may affect the cost of early childhood development goods. We find,
however, that this effect is counterbalanced by the increase in the supply of college graduates that the policy generates.
61 Another way to check if our target population is in line with the one from Garcia et al., is to look at the outcomes of
the control groups. If we focus on children with high-school-graduate parents whose annual earnings are approximately
$5,000, college graduation rates are 7.5% and annual income at age 30 is approximately $30,000, close to the values reported
in the RCT (8%–12% and $38,000, respectively).
62 To compare our model predictions with those of a large-scale program (Head Start), we implemented a similar exper-
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children (i.e., those with higher-educated or higher-income parents as well as those with higher initial
levels of skills) tend to have smaller gains from the program. These mode-advantaged groups tend to
have higher levels of parental investments so there is more room for crowding out when the policy is
introduced. Even though Figure 2 shows that the lifetime labor income return can be smaller than 1, it
is important to highlight that these are not the long-run gains, which, as we will show in Section 5, are
much higher.
In Section 5 we study the effects of a similar (though large-scale) government investment policy, so
the success of these validation exercises gives us confidence in the results we obtain in those counterfactuals.
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Figure 2: Model Validation using RCT Evidence
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Notes: We use the estimated model (starting from steady state) to simulate experimental evidence on early childhood development
in the spirit of the study of Garcia, Heckman, Leaf, and Prados (2017). We simulate paying monetary expenses of a value of $13,500
per child-year in the first five years of childhood (unexpectedly, for only one cohort, and targeted to a small group of children).
We evaluate alternative target samples regarding parents’ characteristics and children’s initial skills. Low initial skills refers to
the bottom third at the time of birth. Policy effects are summarized using a second-degree polynomial. We then compare our
findings regarding the effect on children’s education and labor income to those of Garcia et al. (shown using the dashed line).

iment but using a lower amount of government investment 𝑔. Even though Head Start programs follow federal guidelines,
they also vary across locations (Currie, 2001). Deming (2009) reports that costs per child-year vary between $5,800 and
$7,400 (2000 USD). And even though most children only participate in Head Start for one year, some participate for two
years. To capture a lower and upper bound, therefore, we studied the following two alternatives: (i) children get an investment of 𝑔 = $5, 800 for one year during the first period of development, and (ii) children get an investment of 𝑔 = $7, 400
for two years during the first period. To the best of our knowledge, empirical evidence on Head Start is less conclusive than
from high-quality programs like the one studied by Garcia et al. (2019), with most papers finding positive results but with a
relatively wide range of effects (e.g., Garces et al., 2002; Ludwig and Miller, 2007; Deming, 2009; Johnson and Jackson, 2019).
In a recent paper, Johnson and Jackson (2019) finds that the average effects of Head Start on income and years of education
for poor children to be approximately 10%. Our estimates (available upon request) suggest that our model predicts income
increases of between 3% and 9%, suggesting that the estimated model is in line with or on the conservative side of these
empirical estimates based on large-scale programs.
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5

Policy

As reflected in the model, children cannot invest in their own early childhood or compensate their parents for doing so, which can lead to reduced levels of childhood investment relative to an economy in
which the children can compensate their parents for their investments. In addition, borrowing constraints and risk aversion together with uncertainty in returns can limit investments—as explained in
Section 3.4 and explored theoretically in simpler models (e.g., Loury, 1981; Baland and Robinson, 2000;
Pouliot, 2006). In particular, Loury (1981) provides a PE model in which government investments in
childhood development are welfare improving even when lump-sum taxes are needed pay for them.
Here we quantitatively evaluate such a policy in our estimated model, taking into account potentially
negative effects due to distortive taxation and GE effects. Moreover, our model features multiple periods
and forms of parental investments as well as estimated returns to those investments, making it more
appropriate for quantitative evaluations.
We first evaluate alternative levels of government investment in early childhood development programs
but in our analysis we focus in particular on the effects of introducing the same amount of investment 𝑔
as in the case of the RCT studied by Garcia et al. (2019). We now study, however, a large-scale and longrun version of this policy so we need to take into account GE and distortive taxation effects as well as
intergenerational effects. After evaluating the long-run effects, we study the transition dynamics from
which we obtain one of our main results: most of the long-run gains of early childhood programs are
driven by the fact that investing in a child’s development not only increases that child’s skills but also
creates a better parent for the next generation.
We also study the effect of an alternative policy that focuses on developing skills through parenting
education. The key difference is that here, rather than investing diretly in children’s development, the
program trains parents in how to promote their children’s development. Estimating the returns and
cost of this program is not trivial, but we confirm our main result from the early childhood investment
program: welfare improvements in the long-run GE framework are larger than if we apply the policy
as an RCT.

Welfare measure: Consumption equivalence for newborn under veil of ignorance
When evaluating policies, we are interested in inequality, intergenerational mobility, and average income. As a summarizing measure that allows us to compare policies, we look at welfare. This is defined
by the consumption equivalence under the veil of ignorance in the baseline economy relative to the
economy with the policy in place.
Let 𝑃 = {0, 1, 2, ...} denote the policy introduced, with 𝑃 = 0 being the initial economy in steady state.
We refer to consumption equivalence as the percentage change in consumption 𝜆 in the initial economy
that makes agents indifferent between being born in the initial economy (𝑃 = 0) and the one in which
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˜𝑃 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀, 𝜆) be the welfare of agents with initial states (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀)
the policy 𝑃 is in place. In particular, let 𝑉𝑗=5
in the economy 𝑃 if their consumption (and that of their descendants) were multiplied by (1 + 𝜆):
˜𝑃 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀, 𝜆) = 𝐸 𝑃
𝑉𝑗=5

( 𝑗=𝐽
Õ𝑑

)


𝛽 ( 𝑗−5)𝑢 𝑐 𝑃𝑗 (1 + 𝜆) , ℎ𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽 𝐽𝑐 𝑏𝑉𝑗𝑃˜0=5 (𝜑, 𝜃 𝑘 , 𝜀 0, 𝜆) ,

𝑗=5

where for the sake of clarity we have abstracted in the presentation from including the school taste and
child’s consumption as well as from highlighting that policy functions depend on the states. Notice that
these policy functions are assumed to be unchanged when 𝜆 is introduced. For example, consumption
𝑐 𝑃 refers to the consumption chosen by individuals in economy 𝑃 and is unchanged by 𝜆. Then, for any
𝜆 we can obtain a measure of average welfare
𝑉¯𝑃 (𝜆) =

∫

˜𝑃 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀, 𝜆) 𝜇 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀) ,
𝑉𝑗=5
𝑃

𝑎,𝜃,𝜙

where 𝜇𝑃 refers to the distribution of initial states {𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀} in the economy 𝑃. Then, we define the
consumption equivalence 𝜆𝑃 to be the one that makes individuals indifferent between being born in the
baseline economy and in the one with policy 𝑃 in place, i.e.,
 
𝑉¯0 𝜆𝑃 = 𝑉¯𝑃 (0) .
Welfare gains, by definition, come from two sources: (i) changes in the expected discounted utilities at
˜𝑃 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀, 0), and (ii) changes in the probabilities of each state 𝜇 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀). Having explained
each state 𝑉𝑗=5
𝑃
how we measure welfare, we now move forward with the policy evaluation.

5.1

Government Investments in Childhood Development

We simulate a policy in which the government invests money directly in the development of children.
This involves adding government investments in the children’s development function in equation (6).
In the model, this is introduced as the government spending 𝑔 directly on the child’s skills such that
𝐼 = 𝐴¯ [𝛼𝑚 (𝑚 + 𝑔)𝛾 + (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝜏 𝛾 ] 1/𝛾 . Parents may alter their parental investments (and other choices) as
government spending 𝑔 is introduced. In particular, we would expect that introducing 𝑔 would lead to
crowding out of expenses 𝑚. However, complementarities may lead to an increase in time investments
𝜏.
Our validation exercise, as shown in Figure 2, directly tested the mechanisms involved by introducing
government investments as an RCT and using experimental evidence to compare the results. Its success
gives us confidence in the policy evaluations we now perform. Differently from that validation, we
now introduce government investments in a permanent and universal manner, i.e., investments are
introduced for all children and forever. Moreover, we also take into account that revenues need to be
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raised to afford these investments: the government alters (labor) taxes 𝜏𝑦 such that the government
budget is unchanged. Finally, we look at the long-run effect of such policy, taking into account GE
effects on the interest rate and wages.
We focus here on the case in which the government invests directly only during the children’s first
period (i.e., between ages 0–3), evaluating this policy for different amounts of resources available. In
Appendix G.1 we evaluate alternatives that use part of those resources to also invest in older children.
We find that there are small additional gains from allocating part of the resources to invest in older
children, but these gains are relatively small. Earlier investments lead to larger gains because the child’s
skills production function implies that skills are more malleable at younger ages.

5.1.1

Results

Figure 3 shows the long-run results of the policy, with the horizontal axis referring to the amount of government early childhood investments 𝑔 per child-year. Introducing government childhood investments
leads to substantial welfare gains of 9.4% as measured by the consumption equivalence for a newborn
under the veil of ignorance. The top-left figure shows that as expenditures per child are increased, the
tax rate needs to increase in order to keep the government’s budget balanced. Investing in children
raises the government’s revenue since the tax base increases, but not enough to finance policies that
require more than $10,000 per child-year.
As a reference point, the early childhood program evaluated by Garcia et al. (2019) was estimated to
cost approximately $13,500 per child-year (in 2000 USD). Given that this is a level of investment that has
actually been implemented and that the validation exercise was successful for such level, we will focus
on this level of investments for the rest of our analysis. Moreover, as shown by the top-right figure, our
estimates suggest that investing $13,500 is close to the long-run welfare-maximizing level. Although
we focus here on this policy, Appendix G.1 shows the results for other alternatives.
Agents prefer these resources to be used for childhood investments rather than to fund a government
transfer. We evaluated another policy that uses the same resources to provide an initial transfer to
every agent when they become independent at age 16. We found that such a policy would lead to a
5.4% long-run welfare gain, approximately half of that obtained using the same resources to fund the
government investment program. This happens because the government can do something that these
agents cannot do by themselves, i.e., invest in their own childhood.63

63 Funding

a transfer program provides less welfare than using the same resources for childhood investments as long as
the resources used are not too large. Once resources used are more than $120,000 per child (i.e., $30,000 per child-year if
using them only in the first period), returns on those investments are small relative to the large cost of raising taxes to afford
them.
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Notes: We simulate policies in which the government invests different amount of resources directly in the development of children
ages 0–3. We evaluate this policy for different amounts of resources available. The horizontal axis refers to the investments per
child-year. Then, for example, 15 refers to $15,000 per child-year, which equals $60,000 per child. Outcomes are reported in changes
from the baseline steady state. Consumption equivalence is determined by newborns under the veil of ignorance. Inequality refers
to the variance of log-labor-income while IGE mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’
income ranks.

The early childhood program is associated with a significant increase in income and intergenerational
mobility as well as a reduction in income inequality. The model suggests that if such a universal investment policy were implemented it would lead to an increase in income of 7.2%, all of which is explained
by the increase in labor productivity of 8.4%—as measured by the average product of wages and labor
efficiency units. Intergenerational mobility—as measured by minus the rank-rank coefficient used by
Chetty et al. (2014)—would increase by 19.9%. This implies that the rank-rank coefficient is reduced
by almost 0.06. Moreover, inequality—as measured by the variance of log lifetime earnings—would be
reduced by 7.9%. These last two changes are approximately half as large as the difference between US
and Canadian levels of immobility and inequality (Krueger et al., 2010; Chetty et al., 2014).64

Results decomposition: Long-run, general equilibrium, and taxation
Government early childhood investments achieve most of their effects on welfare and mobility through
the long-run intergenerational dynamics: When the government invests in a child today, it not only
64 As an alternative benchmark, we can compute how much inequality and mobility would change if parental investments

or skills were more equally distributed. If all parents invested in early childhood development as much as the average collegegraduate parent, inequality would be reduced by 4.3%, while intergenerational mobility would increase by 11.1%. If, instead,
all agents had the same average level of skills, inequality would be reduced by 15% and mobility would increase by 14%.
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creates better skills for that child but also creates a better parental background for the following generation.
Table 6 decomposes the welfare gains by simulating the same policy applied in three alternative ways.
The bolded bottom row refers to the benchmark results (i.e., in the long run taking into account tax
changes and GE effects). In the first row, we introduce government investments for only one generation,
without balancing the government’s budget or taking into account GE effects. Effects are evaluated
on the generation that receives the intervention so that this implementation can be compared to that
expected from an RCT, which is typically of small scale and applied to only one generation. Unlike
the case used in the validation, the policy is evaluated on a representative group of children, not on
a disadvantaged group. We find that in this case welfare gains are only 3.9%, less than half of our
benchmark. Mobility increases by only one-half of the benchmark increase, while inequality actually
increases instead of decreases.65
Table 6: Results decomposition
Long
Run
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Alternative Exercises
General
Budget
Equilibrium Balanced
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Change from Baseline (%)
Average
Labor
Inequality
Income Returns
8.0
8.4
5.3
11.7
13.4
5.6
11.6
13.4
5.2
7.2
8.6
-7.7
7.2
8.4
-7.9

Consumption
Equivalence
3.9
9.1
9.5
10.2
9.4

Mobility
12.6
25.4
24.7
20.2
19.9

Notes: We simulate introducing the same level of investments as in Garcia et al. (2017). Early childhood investments of $13,500
per child-year when children are between 0 and 3 years old are introduced. We simulate this policy closing down some channels
to better understand the mechanisms. Long-run refers to looking at outcomes in the new long-run steady state. When this is
deactivated we calculate the effect of a one-generation policy and evaluate the effect on that generation. General Equilibrium
refers to adjusting wages and interest rates to clear the market. Budget balanced refers to adjusting the labor income tax to
keep the government’s budget unchanged. Outcomes are reported in changes from the baseline steady state. The main welfare
estimates refer to the case in which the three channels are activated. Consumption equivalence is determined by newborns
under the veil of ignorance. Inequality refers to the variance of log-lifetime-earnings, while intergenerational mobility refers
to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks. Average income refers to mean labor income
for young individuals (ages 28–31), to facilitate the comparison with the empirical evidence.

In the second row, we allow for long-run effects to take place: the policy is implemented permanently,
taking into account the fact that by improving one generation’s level of skills we are also improving
the productivity of future investments. By permanently introducing this policy, the chances of children
being born into a low-skilled family are reduced. Welfare gains increase by 5.2 p.p. (from 3.9% to 9.1%),
suggesting that long-run intergenerational dynamics generate over one-half of the baseline welfare
gains of 9.4%. Similarly, intergenerational mobility increases by over one-half of the baseline mobility
increase (from 12.6% to 25.4%). Inequality, however, still is not reduced.
65 In

this scenario, there is a shift towards more college graduates (from 30% to 37%) which, holding average income by
education group relatively constant, increases income dispersion.
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The next two rows show the effects of GE forces and taxation. The third row shows that in PE (i.e.,
holding prices constant), the policy is self-financing in the long run because of the large increase in
labor income, and even leads to tax reductions. This leads to an increase in welfare gains from 9.1% to
9.5%, while other elements are almost unaffected. The fourth row shows that it is GE forces that generate
most of the reduction in inequality: increasing skills augments the share of college graduates, which
reduces the wages of college graduates relative to high school graduates. Even though reducing the
wages of college graduates reduces the labor productivity gains associated with this policy, GE forces
reduce inequality and increase welfare gains by over one-tenth of the baseline value if we abstract from
the fact that taxes need to be increased once GE forces are taken into account (i.e., going from the second
to the fourth row). Finally, taking into account that, in GE, taxes need to be increased to finance this
policy reduces welfare gains by almost one-tenth.66
To summarize, investing in children can lead to large welfare gains as well as changes in inequality
and mobility. Long-run intergenerational dynamics (investing in a child today produces a better parent
for the next generation) drive over one-half of the welfare gains and the increase in intergenerational
mobility. This suggests that these gains may take a long time to accrue, but the transition dynamics
studied below formally evaluate this concern. By reducing the wages of college graduates relative to
high school graduates, GE effects reduce labor productivity but also reduce inequality, which increases
welfare gains by over one-tenth. Finally, even though the policy can be self-financing in PE, once the
reduction in college-graduate wages is taken into account the policy requires an increase in taxes to
balance the government budget, which reduces welfare gains by almost one-tenth.

Sources of welfare gains
Recall that, by definition, welfare gains emerge from two sources: (i) changes in the value of an agent
at each state 𝑉𝑗=5 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀), and (ii) changes in the distribution over those states 𝜇 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀). Parents are
heterogeneous in their savings, education, skills, and idiosyncratic labor productivity, all of which affect
the next generation’s distribution over states (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀). Consequently, welfare gains can be heterogeneous
for children with different types of parents.
Children born to low socioeconomic groups benefit the most from this policy. Assume that an agent
knows her parent’s skills level and education group, and this is unchanged between the baseline economy and the one in which the policy is in place.67 Children of high-school-educated parents benefit the
66 We find that most long-run welfare gains are driven by the level effect of the reform on average consumption. As
discussed by Bénabou (2002) and elaborated for non-homothetic utility functions in Abbott et al. (2019), total welfare change
of the policy reform can be split into three components: (i) a level effect of the reform on the level of average consumption,
(ii) an uncertainty effect on the volatility of the agents’ consumption paths that affects welfare because of risk aversion and
incomplete markets, and (iii) an inequality effect on the equilibrium distribution of initial conditions. We find that more
than eight-tenths of the total welfare gains are driven by the level effect.
67 Notice that there still is heterogeneity within each of these groups since parents’ assets and idiosyncratic labor productivity can vary. We allow these two states to change when computing welfare gains for children of each group: Children
know they are going to be born a parent with a given education and skill group in both economies, but they also know
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most, with a welfare gain of up to 8%. On the other hand, agents that know they are going to be born
to college-graduate and high-skilled parents benefit less, with gains of approximately 5%. The welfare
gains for each of these groups is smaller than the general welfare gains under the full veil of ignorance
since a large part of the gains is driven by the long-run reduction in the share of children being born to
low-skilled parents. This reduction leads to changes in the distribution 𝜇 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀) towards states associated with higher utility 𝑉𝑗=5 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝜀). To understand the importance of this effect, we can recalculate
welfare gains in two alternative ways: (i) fixing the distribution 𝜇 and only taking into account the
changes in 𝑉𝑗=5 ; and (ii) fixing the values 𝑉𝑗=5 and only considering the changes in the distribution 𝜇. If
we fix the distribution 𝜇 to the original steady state, welfare gains are 2.5%, i.e., one-fourth of the total
gains. On the contrary, if we fix the values 𝑉𝑗=5 to the original steady-state, we find welfare gains of
7.3%, i.e., three-fourths of the total gains. Clearly most welfare gains are driven by the fact that once
the policy is introduced, more children are born with states associated with higher utility—and not as
much by the change in utility at each state.

5.1.2

Transition dynamics

Given that we have shown that a substantial part of the benefits is driven by the long-run change of
distributions, a logical concern is that a government investment policy may take too long to accrue this
level of welfare gains and possibly go through periods in which welfare is reduced. We evaluate this
possibility by looking at the transition dynamics.68
We assume that the government investments are unexpectedly introduced at the previously defined
level of $13,500 per child-year, together with the associated labor income tax change from the new
steady state, and are known to remain in place for ever. This change in labor income tax may not
be enough to balance the government’s budget (since the pool of skills in the economy takes time to
change) so the government raises lump-sum taxes in the transition in order to balance its budget each
period.69 Prices (wages and the real interest rate) adjust every period to clear the markets.70 Figure 4
shows the effects on all new cohorts, with cohort 0 being the first cohort to be intervened.

that the parent’s distribution over assets and idiosyncratic labor productivity (conditional on education and skills) differs
between those two economies.
68 Studying transition dynamics, however, is complicated because there are many ways the policy change can be implemented (e.g., determining how the policy is introduced and/or financed in the transition). To the best of our knowledge,
no paper has studied the optimal transition with such a degree of flexibility. Bakış et al. (2015) study a constrained form of
optimal transition in which the policy is assumed to be implemented immediately, but they take into account the transition
to define optimality. This would be interesting in our richer model but is beyond the scope of this study. Here we focus on
studying the pace of the transition and highlighting that this policy can be welfare improving for every new generation in
the transition.
69 We have also examined a policy in which the labor income tax, instead of an additional lump-sum tax, is adjusted every
period to balance the budget. Results are relatively similar, but we focus on the lump-sum tax case in the transition analysis
for computational reasons. See Appendix D.1.1.
70 The equilibrium along the path is similar to the one in the steady state (as defined in Appendix B) but adds time
subscripts to all decision rules, value functions, aggregate inputs, prices, tax policy, and distributions.
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Notes: The policy (including the investments and labor income tax change) is introduced unexpectedly. We compute the transition
introducing a lump-sum tax such that the government’s budget balances every period. Consumption equivalence is shown for
a newborn from the cohort defined by the horizontal axis. Cohort 0 is the first cohort to receive the government investments.
Intergenerational mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks. It is calculated
for the generation born in each cohort and their parents. All values are relative to the initial steady state.

The first cohort to receive the government investments, as shown by the top-right panel of Figure 4,
obtains a welfare gain of 3%, about one-third of the gains obtained by cohorts born in the new steady
state. Welfare gains grow slowly cohort by cohort, until a jump in the gains is observed for the first
cohort born to intervened parents (i.e., those born 28 years after the policy is introduced). They obtain
more than 7% of welfare gains (i.e., around three-fourths of the final gains). Welfare gains grow slowly
once again until a second jump is observed for the first cohort born to intervened parents and intervened
grandparents. They obtain 9% of welfare gains. These jumps in the consumption equivalence gains
clearly show the mechanism behind the long-run intergenerational dynamics gains: investing in a child
today creates a better parent for the next generation.71
The policy is associated with a steady decrease in income inequality that is paralleled by the change
71 The small changes in gains for cohorts born between the jumps are due to the slow adjustment in prices and lump-sum

taxes.
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in wages. Appendix Figure D1 shows that wages of college graduate steadily decrease by up to 5%,
while those of high school graduates increase by up to 4%. Inequality takes time to be reduced since the
pool of workers (with their distribution of education and skills) in the economy takes time to adjust.
Intergenerational mobility also takes time to increase, with the first cohort displaying only half of the
increase displayed by cohorts born in the new steady state.
The government needs to raise a lump-sum tax of $1,400 per household-year early on so that, together
with the increase in labor taxes, its budget remains balanced. This lump-sum tax is slowly reduced
such that after 80 years it is almost eliminated. Appendix Figure D1 also shows that as the policy is
introduced, interest rates increase because agents optimally reduce savings because future generations
are more likely to be better off—due to both higher skills and lower lump-sum taxes.
Older generations alive at the time the policy is introduced lose. Figure 5 shows that the welfare losses
for each cohort alive at that time are between 0 and 3%. Individuals aged 44 and above (i.e., cohorts -10
and under) are not receiving any (non-pecuniary) gain from this policy since their children—and any future generation—are not included in their utility, but they are paying higher taxes. Individuals between
32 and 40 years old benefit indirectly through their grandchildren (who are going to receive the government investments). Individuals less than 28 years old benefit through their children. Nevertheless,
these gains are not enough to compensate the losses coming from higher taxation. Older generations
are paying for the gains that are being accrued mostly by future generations, so a policy such as government borrowing that manages to pass the cost to these future generations may be able to reduce the
losses for the older generations. Alternatively, a slow introduction of the government investments may
also help older generations since initial costs would be reduced. More research on optimal transitions is
necessary, but in Appendix D we show that government borrowing and slow introduction of the policy
can help make welfare gains more common across cohorts. In particular, we find that a combination
of both government borrowing and slow introduction of the policy is able to achieve welfare gains for
all future generations and most of of the older individuals alive at the time the policy is introduced.
This way of financing the transition highlights, once again, the main missing market in the economy:
the government borrows to invest in early childhood development and finances these investments by
raising the taxes these intervened children need to pay as adults.
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Figure 5: Welfare gains including older cohorts
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Notes: Welfare gains are reported for cohorts born after the policy is introduced (i.e., cohorts from 0 on) as well as for cohorts
already alive at such time (i.e., cohorts less than 0). For the first group, welfare gains are computed for newborns. For the cohorts
already alive at the time the policy is introduced, welfare gains are computed for agents with the appropriate age. For example,
cohort -10 was born 40 years before the policy is introduced, so its welfare gains are accordingly computed for agents of age 40
at the time.

5.1.3

Robustness

We now evaluate how sensitive our main results on welfare gains are to changes in parameters. We
start by moving the estimated parameters according to their standard deviations as reported in Table 4.
We move each parameter one by one from the baseline estimation and recalculate the original steady
state. Then, we introduce the government investments in early childhood just as in the previous section
and calculate the welfare gains. Table 7 reports the gains in the short-run (i.e., for the first generation)
PE case when taxes are not adjusted (similar to an RCT applied to a small representative family) as well
as for the long-run GE case when labor income taxes are adjusted such that the government’s budget is
rebalanced. Welfare gains do not change by more than one-tenth when parameters are moved in either
direction. Moreover, we estimate that the total window of possible changes to the gains achievable—by
moving each parameter between plus/minus one standard deviation—is at most one-sixth of the total
gains. More important, our main result that gains in the long-run GE case are substantially larger than
those in the short-run PE case seems robust to these changes.
It is instructive, however, to analyze the effect of some parameters. First, the larger the parental altruism 𝛿, the smaller the welfare gains, perhaps because underinvestment is less likely to occur—possibly
because it is less likely that the parent-to-children transfer constraint binds as in Baland and Robinson
(2000). A second important set of parameters involves the school taste. Larger values of 𝛼, related to
the average disutility from attending college, and smaller 𝜎𝜙 , related to its standard deviation, are associated with larger welfare gains. This is probably because agents are more likely to be low educated
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when either of these occur and gains are larger for those agents. Regarding the child’s skill investment
function, moving 𝛾, the parameter controlling the elasticity of substitution between parental time and
money investments, within one standard deviation does not seem to affect welfare gains by more than
one-twentieth.
Table 7: Welfare gains robustness to estimated parameters

𝛿
𝜇
𝛼
𝛼𝜃𝑐
𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐
𝜀¯
𝜎𝜀
𝐴¯
𝛼𝑚
𝛾
𝜉
𝜄
𝜔
Baseline

Cons. Equiv. Change from Baseline
Short-Run PE
Long-Run GE
Down Up Total
Down Up
Total
0.06
-0.02 0.09
0.34
-0.19
0.53
-0.01
0.00
0.01
-0.13 -0.06
0.07
0.06
-0.22 0.28
-0.66
0.81
1.47
0.09
-0.12 0.21
0.00
-0.56
0.56
0.01
-0.02 0.03
-0.13 -0.14
0.01
-0.01 -0.02 0.01
-0.21 -0.20
0.02
-0.16
0.03
0.19
0.70
-0.78
1.48
0.01
-0.02 0.02
-0.11 -0.23
0.11
-0.05
0.04
0.10
-0.38 -0.02
0.36
-0.00 -0.04 0.03
-0.21 -0.20
0.01
-0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.19 -0.21
0.02
-0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.07 -0.19
0.12
0.02
-0.02 0.04
-0.09 -0.27
0.17
3.9

9.4

Starting from the baseline estimation, we move each parameters according to its
standard deviation as reported in Table 4: Up (Down) refers to the the estimated
value plus (minus) one standard deviation. Total reports the absolute value of
the difference in reported results between Up and Down, i.e., a measure of by
how much each parameter may affect the results. We solve the model for each
given parameter set, introduce the same policy from Section 5.1.1, and report the
consumption equivalence welfare gains. Short-Run PE refers to the short-run PE
gains without adjusting taxes and Long-Run GE refers to the long-run GE gains
adjusting labor income taxes such that the government’s budget is balanced.

Given the importance of the child’s skills production function in the model, we also study how sensitive
our results are to changes in those parameters. Recall that the values used here are from Cunha et al.
(2010), so we move parameters according to their reported standard deviations. We move sets of parameter one by one, re-estimate the model (particularly to guarantee that the average set of skills remains
normalized) and calculate the original steady state.72 Table 8 reports the change in welfare gains from
72 We

group two sets of parameters that have similar interpretations: 𝛼 1 and 𝛼 2 relate to the persistence of children’s
skills, while 𝛼 3 and 𝛼 4 relate to the importance of parents’ skills. It is important to note that this exercise, in the case of the 𝛼
components, is also changing the sum of the 𝛼𝑠 to be lower or higher than one. An alternative would be to compensate the
change of the increase/decrease of one component by adjusting some or all of the other ones. However, this would make
the exercise harder to implement and even to interpret since we would need to subjectively choose which components to
adjust. We note that even though our implementation does seem to change the total productivity as well as the relative
productivity of each factor, we estimate each case such that the average level of log-skills is normalized to zero.
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introducing the same government investment policy.
Table 8: Robustness to child’s skills production function

𝛼 1 ,𝛼 2
𝛼 3 ,𝛼 4
𝛼5
𝜌
𝜎𝜈

𝑉 𝑎𝑟 𝜃 𝑘0 
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝜃, 𝜃 𝑘0
Baseline

Change from Baseline
Cons. Equiv. SR-PE
Cons. Equiv. LR-GE
Down Up Total
Down Up Total
0.51
-0.56 1.07
1.64
-2.70 4.34
0.48
-0.44 0.92
0.98
-1.48 2.46
0.11
-0.20 0.31
0.03
-0.89 0.92
-0.32
0.39
0.71
-1.26
0.96
2.21
0.18
-0.08 0.26
0.07
-0.66 0.73
-0.06 -0.07 0.01
-0.66 -0.67 0.01
-0.06 -0.07 0.00
-0.69 -0.44 0.25
3.9

9.4

We move each parameter by one standard deviation as reported by Cunha et al.
(2010): Up (Down) refers to the the estimated value plus (minus) one standard
deviation. Total reports the absolute value of the difference in reported results
between Up and Down, i.e., a measure of by how much each parameter may
affect the results. We re-estimate the model for each given set of parameters,
introduce the same policy from Section 5.1.1, and report the consumption equivalence welfare gains. SR-PE refers to the short-run partial-equilibrium gains
without adjusting taxes and LR-GE refers to the long-run general-equilibrium
gains adjusting labor income taxes such that the government’s budget is balanced.

We find that results are more sensitive to changes in these parameters than to those internally estimated
as reported in Table 7. However, moving parameters by one standard deviation never affects welfare
gains by more than one-fifth, and the total welfare changes resulting from parameter changes between
one standard deviation above and below are at most one-fourth, i.e., keeping long-run welfare gains
always above 6.7%. As suggested by Cunha et al., the elasticity of substitution between children’s skills,
parents’ skills, and investments is among the most important parameters. According to our results,
increasing the elasticity of substitution parameter 𝜌 by one standard deviation would increase welfare
gains by approximately one-tenth. The larger the elasticity of substitution, the easier it is for investments to help children with bad initial conditions at birth (either because of the initial draw of skills or
parent’s characteristics) making investments more effective.
We find that two other parameters are as important as the elasticity parameter 𝜌. The larger 𝛼 1 and
𝛼 2 are (the more persistent children’s skills are), the harder it is for investments to be effective. Similarly, the larger 𝛼 3 and 𝛼 4 are (the more important parental characteristics are), the more ineffective
government investments are.73 An additional takeaway from this exercise is that, at least according to
our model, the elasticity of substitution is not the only important parameter for the magnitude of gains
from investing in children. The persistence of initial skills and the importance of parents in the skills
73 This

intuition is based on an initial elasticity of substitution above one.
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production function may be as important as the elasticity of substitution.
Agostinelli and Wiswall (2016a) use a Monte-Carlo simulation exercise to show that Cunha et al.’s
estimates may be biased. In particular, they suggest that estimates of 𝜌 may be biased towards zero and
estimates of 𝛼 1 and 𝛼 2 may be upward biased. This critique implies that inputs may be more substitutable
in the production of cognitive skills—given that the baseline 𝜌 1 for cognitive skills when children are
young is above zero—and that skills may not be as persistent as in our baseline estimation. According
to Table 7, both of these effects would suggest welfare gains may be larger than in our baseline results.
Nevertheless, the bias in the substitutability parameter also implies that inputs may be less substitutable
in the production of non-cognitive skills—given that the baseline 𝜌 for non-cognitive skills is below
zero—which would suggest gains may be smaller than in our baseline estimation. The net effect is
ambiguous but Table 7 shows results change by at most one-half for a two-standard-deviation change
in any single parameter, so only very large biases are likely to significantly affect our main results.
More importantly, our main result that long-run GE welfare gains are larger than those estimated in
the short-run PE case seems robust to such large changes as well.

5.1.4

Extension: With Early Childhood Education Market

In the baseline model we assume that the early childhood money input is equal to the good produced in
the economy. This constant returns to scale assumption misses that the elements required to produce
this early childhood development input may be scarce, particularly when the policy is scaled up. In this
section we provide a simple extension to the model in which this early childhood input is actually hours
spent with a college-graduate individual—which is in line with the costs reported for the RCT program
on which we base our main analysis (Garcia et al., 2019).
The price of early childhood education is now given by the wage of college graduates, hence transforming the investment function 𝐼 to
𝛾
 1/𝛾
 
𝑚
+
𝑔
𝛾
+ (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝜏
.
𝐼 = 𝐴¯ 𝛼𝑚
𝑤2
We re-estimate this model (see Appendix E) and introduce the same baseline policy in which the government invests $13,500 per child-year. Figure 6 shows the effects of this policy, highlighting the main
differences relative to the baseline case.
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Notes: The policy (including the investments and labor income tax change) is introduced unexpectedly. We compute the transition
introducing a lump-sum tax such that the government’s budget balances every period. Consumption equivalence is shown for
a newborn from the cohort defined by the horizontal axis. Cohort 0 is the first cohort to receive the government investments.
ECD/College refers to the share of college labor that is used in early childhood development. Wage gap refers to the gap between
the equilibrium wages for college-graduate and high-school graduate workers (𝑤 2 − 𝑤 1 ). All values are relative to the initial
steady state.

On the one hand, the reform will now drive up the cost of early childhood as college-graduate labor is a
scarce input. On the other hand, over time the policy itself will increase the share of college graduates,
hence driving the cost down. In the long-run we find that both effects almost compensate each other
and welfare gains are almost unchanged. During the transition, however, the effects are different, particularly regarding inequality. The increase in the demand for college-graduate workers drives up their
wages, hence increasing the wage gap and inequality early on. This makes welfare gains slightly more
homogeneous during the transition as well, since now the children of high-income parents (who were
not likely to win much from the intervention) gain from the increase in their college wages (since these
children are more likely to be college graduates).74

74 In

the long run, the crucial question is whether the relevant input required for early childhood development can be
“produced,” and whether a higher-skilled population makes the provision of such input easier or less costly. This is left for
future research.
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5.2

Parenting Education Program

We now evaluate another popular policy regarding childhood development: parenting education. These
programs focus on teaching parents techniques and games to solve discipline problems and to foster
confidence and capability. The key difference is that here, rather than investing in children directly,
parents are trained on how to promote children’s development. We estimate the costs and returns
of running a parenting education program based on the RCT evidence from Gertler et al. (2014) and
Attanasio et al. (2016). A relevant caveat is that this evidence is from developing countries. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the best evidence available on the costs and returns of such programs
so we are limited by this fact, but we try to adjust for this limitation by showing how results change
for alternative estimates of returns. We implement this program as a government policy (both in a PE
framework similar to an RCT and in GE) as well as a new education good that parents can acquire
in a private market. Importantly, once again we find that welfare improvements in the long-run GE
framework are larger than if we apply the policy as an RCT. The long-run change in the distribution of
parental characteristics is important to obtaining all the benefits, since a higher-skilled distribution of
parents provides better conditions for children.

5.2.1

Introducing and Estimating Parenting Education in the Model

Introducing parenting education is not trivial so we explain it in detail here. In these programs, parents are educated on techniques that promote children’s development, including recommendations on
reading, games, and ways to interact with children. We implement this in the model using 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 =

𝜃 𝑃𝐸,𝑐 , 𝜃 𝑃𝐸,𝑛𝑐 in an extended version of children’s development function (6),

0
𝜃𝑞,𝑘

h

𝜌
𝜌𝑞,𝑗
= 𝛼 1,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃𝑐,𝑘𝑞,𝑗 + 𝛼 2,𝑞,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐,𝑘
+ 𝛼 3,𝑞,𝑗 max 𝜃𝑐 , 𝜃 𝑃𝐸,𝑐

𝜌𝑞,𝑗


+ 𝛼 4,𝑞,𝑗 max 𝜃 𝑛𝑐 , 𝜃 𝑃𝐸,𝑛𝑐

𝜌𝑞,𝑗

+ 𝛼 5,𝑞,𝑗 𝐼

𝜌𝑞,𝑗

i 1/𝜌𝑞,𝑗

𝑒 𝜈𝑞
(8)

𝜈𝑞 ∼ 𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝑞,𝑗,𝜈 ), 𝑞 ∈ {𝑐, 𝑛𝑐}
𝐼 = 𝐴¯ [𝛼𝑚𝑚𝛾 + (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝜏 𝛾 ] 1/𝛾 ,

which increases the productivity of parental investments 𝐼 . The parenting education program can be
thought of as providing a minimum training on parenting techniques, which is most helpful for lower
skilled parents. Alternatively, if parenting education were useful for everyone (e.g., if 𝜃 𝑃𝐸,𝑞 entered as
a perfect substitute for 𝜃𝑞 ), we would expect general welfare benefits to be even larger. Therefore, our
results here may be thought of as a lower bound in that respect.75
¯ Effectively,
alternative compelling interpretation of the effect of parenting education would be that it increases 𝐴.
0
both alternatives increase the derivative of 𝜃𝑞,𝑘 to 𝜏 or 𝑚 (i.e., the productivity of investments). The key element is how to
benchmark the increase in productivity for either alternative. We present here the first approach since our benchmarking
is made on the increased income of children from low-income parents. If we were to focus on increases in 𝐴¯ we would get
higher returns for high-income individuals than if we follow our selected approach. This is in line with our objective of
75 An
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Estimating the cost of and returns to parenting education (in terms of 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 ) is not easy, so we take the
approach below in order to estimate a lower bound on the benefits of such a policy. Although we
would like to estimate cost and returns from parenting education programs in the US, to the best of our
knowledge this data is not available. In general, parenting education programs have been more popular
in research studies from developing countries so we use that evidence instead. Moreover, even though
we were not able to find evidence of costs and long-term impacts from the same study, we used evidence
from two programs with similar curricula. Based on the upper-bound available for an RCT in Colombia
(Attanasio et al., 2016), we estimate the cost of running such policy in the US to be $11,400 per family
in the first period with children.76 We also need to estimate the effectiveness of parenting education
(i.e., 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 ). In order to do this, we use experimental evidence from a parenting education program that
was implemented in Jamaica and studied by Gertler et al. (2014). Parents of growth-stunted children
were randomly selected to participate in the program when their children were between 0 and 2. By
the time these children were approximately 22 years old, Gertler et al. (2014) estimate that parenting
education program had led to a 12% increase in the children’s income.77 As shown in Table 9, we
choose 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 such that if a small share of poor families whose children had low initial levels of skills in
our estimated economy were introduced to the parenting education program, their children’s income
would increase by 12% as well.78 This is obtained by 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 that is one standard deviation above the
average 𝜃 (for both cognitive and non-cognitive skills). We refer to this value as the benchmark return
to parenting education, but we report results for various levels of 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 .

estimating a lower bound on the potential impact of parenting education.
76 Running a similar policy in Colombia was estimated to cost between $450 and $750 per child (Attanasio et al., 2016).
This program actively employed a group of women (“Madres Lideres”) with average education equivalent to a high school
degree. If we assume that running the program in the US would require similar inputs, we can compare the salaries of
similar individuals in the US and Colombia to estimate the cost in the US. In order to estimate an upper bound to such a
cost, we assume that in the US they would employ college graduates instead. In Colombia, $450 represented approximately
the average monthly salary of a high school graduate. Assuming this would require a college graduate in the US (whose
average salary was approximately $42,000), this would imply that in the US the cost of running a similar program would be
between $3,400 and $5,700 per child. Disregarding potential returns to scale of running the program for two children per
family, this would imply a cost of up to $11,400 per family in our model.
77 We focus on the estimates for earnings on the current job that exclude individuals who migrated to other countries
(Table S.14 in the Appendix of Gertler et al. (2014)). This estimate is smaller than the average finding for all individuals of
25%. Thus, consistent with our other choices, we are likely to obtain a lower bound on the gains of such programs.
78 We focus on families whose children have a low initial draw of skills (to capture the idea of growth stuntedness in the
model). Moreover, given that these families lived in poor neighborhoods, we focus on high school graduates whose income
is in the bottom 5%.
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Table 9: Parenting Education: benchmarking 𝜃 𝑃𝐸
𝜃 𝑃𝐸 relative to
Avg. 𝜃
Policy benchmark
-1.6 SD
-2.6 SD
-1.4 SD
-2.4 SD
-1.2 SD
-2.2 SD
-1.0 SD
-2.0 SD
-0.8 SD
-1.8 SD
-0.6 SD
-1.6 SD
-0.4 SD
-1.4 SD
-0.2 SD
-1.2 SD
0.0 SD
-1.0 SD
+0.2 SD
-0.8 SD
+0.4 SD
-0.6 SD
+0.6 SD
-0.4 SD
+0.8 SD
-0.2 SD
+1.0 SD
0.0 SD
+1.2 SD
+0.2 SD

Change from Baseline (%)
Income Bottom
0.00
0.11
1.11
2.13
3.07
4.06
5.22
6.33
7.22
8.40
9.48
10.63
11.48
12.31
13.10

We use the estimated model (starting from steady state) to simulate experimental evidence from a parenting education program in the spirit of Gertler et al. (2014). We
simulate low-income, low-skilled parents with low-skilled children going through a
program that increases their parenting skills as explained in the main text. We then
evaluate the results on children’s income at age 22. We define the benchmark program
productivity as the level of skills (in standard deviation terms) required for this income
to grow by 12% (i.e., as much as reported by Gertler et al.)

We now evaluate parenting education in three steps. The first two steps estimate what the return would
be if the government were to run a program of parenting education, in a short-run PE as well as a longrun GE scenario. Here the government enrolls (and pays for) every agent to obtain parenting education,
independent of whether or not it is ineffective for them—i.e., the government cannot observe or use the
skills of the agents to determine their enrollment. Our third step looks at whether such a program would
need to be government enforced. We introduce the program as something that agents can purchase by
themselves once children are born and study its effects.

5.2.2

Parenting Education as a Government Program

We introduce parenting education in the previous steady state and evaluate the effects on the relevant
cohort receiving those benefits: children born to the generation receiving the parenting education. This
environment is useful to understand the first-order, short-term effects of the policies. Moreover, studies
from the empirical literature are more comparable to this environment as their experimental evidence
is usually based on small-scale policies and effects are evaluated in the short term.
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Table 10: Parenting Education Program
𝜃 𝑃𝐸
relative to
benchmark

Cons.
Equiv.

Avg.
Income

-1.8 SD
-1.6 SD
-1.4 SD
-1.2 SD
-1.0 SD
-0.8 SD
-0.6 SD
-0.4 SD
-0.2 SD
Benchmark
0.2 SD

0.85
1.13
1.38
1.63
1.86
2.38
2.84
3.29
3.69
4.06
4.40

-1.8 SD
-1.6 SD
-1.4 SD
-1.2 SD
-1.0 SD
-0.8 SD
-0.6 SD
-0.4 SD
-0.2 SD
Benchmark
0.2 SD

1.77
2.32
2.87
3.27
3.79
4.92
5.48
6.29
6.95
7.65
8.19

Change from Baseline (%)
Inequality Mobility College

Tax
Revenue
Short-Run Partial Equilibrium

Tax
Rate

1.86
2.43
3.02
3.62
4.17
5.22
6.18
7.09
7.92
8.66
9.34

1.55
4.45
5.37
2.04
5.79
6.95
2.59
7.09
8.46
3.23
8.55
9.95
3.79
9.77
11.33
4.89
11.56
14.00
5.88
12.91
16.39
6.79
14.61
18.65
7.54
15.99
20.70
8.21
16.98
22.57
8.79
17.83
24.28
Long Run General Equilibrium

2.42
3.18
3.91
4.64
5.33
6.83
8.20
9.50
10.69
11.78
12.78

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.43
1.98
2.29
2.59
2.85
3.60
4.36
4.86
5.39
5.68
6.05

-2.72
-2.70
-3.12
-3.61
-4.29
-4.46
-4.79
-5.30
-4.98
-5.14
-5.35

2.22
2.49
2.60
2.72
2.93
3.08
3.39
3.43
3.64
3.95
4.06

-0.08
-0.18
-0.28
-0.35
-0.44
-0.69
-0.76
-0.94
-1.05
-1.16
-1.26

6.79
8.26
9.29
10.16
11.03
11.97
13.85
14.30
15.32
15.47
16.70

1.49
2.31
2.61
2.90
3.32
4.55
5.00
5.55
6.30
6.40
6.87

Notes: We simulate a policy in which the government sets up the parenting education program as explained in the
main text. We simulate the program under different levels of efficiency, relative to the benchmark. The program
is estimated to cost $11,400 per family for all cases. Long-run general equilibrium refers to the case in which the
policy is implemented permanently and we look at the effects in the new steady state, taking into account that
wages and interest rates adjust to clear the market and the government adjusts the labor income tax to keep its
budget balanced. Short-run partial equilibrium focuses on the effects on the children of the first (and only) cohort of
parents intervened, without considering changes in prices or taxes. This case is similar to an RCT applied to a small
representative sample. Regarding the columns, consumption equivalence is determined by newborns under the veil
of ignorance. Inequality refers to the variance of log-labor-income while IGE mobility refers to minus the regression
coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks.

The top panel of Table 10 shows the results in the short-run PE case. Effects are reported as percentage
changes from the baseline economy. Each row shows the outcome changes for different levels of 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 .
For example, -0.2 SD means that the effectiveness of the program is 0.2 standard deviations (of 𝜃𝑐 and 𝜃 𝑛𝑐 )
lower than predicted by the benchmark estimate. Focusing on the consumption equivalence column, it
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is clear that even if this policy is not very efficient (e.g., 1 standard deviation below), parenting education
stills seems to provide welfare gains. This policy can also generate new tax revenues. For example, by
increasing the share of college graduates or the share of high-skilled individuals, the average income,
consumption, and savings increase, and so does the tax revenue. A 10% increase in tax revenue is
approximately equal to an $800 increase in the tax revenue per household each year. Thus, parenting
education, assuming the policy is at least as effective as the benchmark, is even able to increase the
resources available for the government in the short run (net of the extra expenditures required to run
the program).
Next, we evaluate the parenting education program in a long-run GE environment: it is introduced
permanently and we consider the economy in the new steady state. We adjust government labor income
taxes so that its budget does not change. We evaluate what the long-run effects would be taking into
account the interactions between taxation, education, and parental investments towards children. The
model now provides evidence that is harder to obtain empirically. The bottom panel of Table 10 shows
the results.
Parenting education remains highly beneficial. Once again, even for the cases in which the policy is 1.8
standard deviation less effective than the estimated benchmark, we find the consumption equivalence
measure for welfare to be larger than zero. The effect on intergenerational mobility is almost equivalent
to the PE case. If parenting skills can be improved as much as the literature suggests, it would lead
to a decrease in the intergenerational mobility rank-rank persistence coefficient of approximately 0.05
points. Similarly, the effect on average income is almost as strong as in the partial equilibrium case, with
the reduction being driven by the wages adjustment. The effect on college graduation is considerably
smaller than in PE. Parenting education also proves to be a policy that would increase tax revenue in
the long run. By increasing the share of high-skilled individuals, the growth in income, consumption,
and savings even allows the government to reduce labor tax rates.

5.2.3

Parenting Education Market

Next we look at whether such a program would need to be government enforced. We introduce the
program as something that agents can purchase by themselves once children are born and study its
effects. In other words, when their child is born they have one more choice to make: whether or not
to acquire parenting education at the price of $11,400 (same as the government estimate). Table 11
shows the results for such an exercise, for different levels of productivity 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 relative to the estimated
benchmark. At the benchmark the consumption equivalence is 7%, which is associated with a 100%
take-up among the low-skilled parents. Intergenerational mobility would increase by 13%. Similarly,
average income would increase by 5.4%, while inequality would be reduced by 4.8%. Relative to the
benchmark, the productivity of the program would need to be far below the benchmark for the take-up
to be small and aggregate effects to be minimal. For very low values of 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 , no agent acquires parenting
education and hence the economy does not change relative to the initial steady state.
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Table 11: Parenting Education Market: Long-Run General Equilibrium Effects

-1.8 SD
-1.6 SD
-1.4 SD
-1.2 SD
-1.0 SD
-0.8 SD
-0.6 SD
-0.4 SD
-0.2 SD
Benchmark
0.2 SD

Cons.
Equiv.
0.46
1.27
1.61
2.13
3.15
4.19
4.87
5.51
6.28
7.02
7.64

Avg.
Income
0.69
1.15
1.66
2.13
2.75
3.43
3.87
4.31
4.82
5.43
5.95

Inequality
-0.66
-1.90
-2.08
-2.51
-2.72
-3.71
-4.20
-4.74
-5.29
-4.85
-5.16

Change from Baseline (%)
Mobility College
Tax
Tax
Revenue Rate
1.39
0.13
0.25
-0.09
4.06
0.66
0.32
-0.28
5.63
1.47
0.45
-0.35
6.18
1.87
0.78
-0.43
6.54
2.49
0.78
-0.68
9.09
3.96
1.12
-0.89
10.42
4.23
1.47
-0.98
11.36
4.91
1.60
-1.12
11.90
5.58
1.72
-1.28
13.40
6.45
1.82
-1.44
13.17
6.91
2.10
-1.54

Take-Up
Low
45.82
79.12
82.54
87.22
93.93
98.84
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Take-Up
Medium
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.09
19.80
33.41
50.17

Take-Up
High
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Notes: We allow families to acquire the parenting education program as explained in the main text. We simulate the program under different levels of
efficiency, relative to the benchmark. The program costs $11,400 per family for all cases. The table shows the results in the new steady state, taking into
account that wages and interest rates adjust to clear the market and the government adjusts the labor income tax to keep its budget balanced. Regarding
the columns, consumption equivalence is determined by newborns under the veil of ignorance. Inequality refers to the variance of log-lifetime-earnings
while IGE mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks.

There are differences between the case in which the program is government run (and every household
is paid to go through it, even if it provides no benefits) and when parenting education is a market good
that households can choose to acquire. On the one hand, the government program is wasteful in the
sense that it pays for people who do not benefit from the program. On the other hand, the government
alternative gets a larger take-up. Among those in the larger take-up, it is important to consider that
some families may be constrained when deciding to acquire parenting education. For low values of 𝜃 𝑃𝐸
the larger take-up is important for low-skilled individuals. Once 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 is close to its benchmark value it
also starts being beneficial for mid-skilled agents. Around the benchmark 𝜃 𝑃𝐸 the welfare gains of the
parenting education program (in GE) and the parenting education market are similar. This suggests that
if parenting education is as effective as the evidence implies, it may not be necessary for the program
to be paid for by the government.

6

Conclusion

Doepke and Tertilt (2016) argue that there is a potentially large role for family economics within macroeconomics. This paper moves in that direction by combining a macroeconomic model that is appropriate
for policy analysis on income inequality and intergenerational mobility, with the findings on childhood
development (where family background is crucial). We use a standard macroeconomic Aiyagari-style
life cycle GE model and introduce parental investment in the skills of children which, in turn, are later
associated with endogenous education and labor outcomes. Parents build children’s skills by investing
both time and money during multiple periods. These skills make education easier and are also rewarded
by the market.
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This paper shows that underinvestment in children’s development is relevant for the macroeconomic
analysis of inequality and social mobility, and can be improved by government policies that target early
childhood development directly. Introducing universal government investments in early childhood development (e.g., mandatory schools for children age 3 and younger) leads to a long-run reduction in
lifetime-earnings inequality of 8% and an increase in intergenerational mobility of 20%. These changes
are approximately half as large as the difference between US and Canadian levels of inequality and
mobility.79 This policy yields long-run welfare gains (in consumption equivalence terms) of 9.4%.
These welfare gains are twice those obtained by introducing the same early childhood program as
a short-run PE policy—similar to those studied in RCTs. The long-run change in the distribution of
parental characteristics generates most of the total welfare gains. Key to this welfare gain is that investing in a child not only improves her skills but also creates a better parent for the next generation.
Although this suggests that these gains may take a long time to accrue, the transition dynamics analysis shows that the second generation to receive the government investments would already obtain over
two-thirds of the final welfare gains.
We made several simplifying assumptions in order to keep our analysis computationally feasible. Incorporating richer family heterogeneity (e.g., gender, single-parent families, or endogenous fertility) would
allow us to investigate additional potential effects of early childhood policies. We believe, however, that
our main result of long-run effects being larger than short-run effects would remain true in models with
richer family heterogeneity (as long as parents remain important for early childhood development). It
would also be interesting to link early childhood development with college major choices, since Arcidiacono et al. (2016) show that college majors are associated with pre-college skills. Finally, choosing
optimal early childhood policies that take the transition fully into account would be particularly interesting given that welfare gains are heterogeneous by cohorts. We have explored some alternatives
including government borrowing and slow introduction of early childhood investments, but we believe
more research is necessary.

79 As

an alternative benchmark, if all agents had the same average level of skills, inequality would be reduced by 15% and
mobility would increase by 14% in our estimated model.
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A

Empirical Findings: Details

A.1

Child Development Supplement:

The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) survey follows a nationally representative sample of over
18,000 individuals living in the US. The Children Development Supplement (CDS) provides information
on (a subsample of) children’s test scores, time spent with parents, and parental expenditures. Among
many assessments of child skills, two are the most commonly used to evaluate children’s early cognitive
capacities: Letter-Word (LW) and Applied Problem Solving (AP). The most interesting feature about the
CDS is that it provides detailed time diaries for each child. We can observe hour by hour what activity
is being performed (e.g., reading or playing), if the activity is being performed with someone (e.g.,
the father is reading with the child), and if someone is around while the child is doing the activity
(e.g., the father is working while the child is reading next to him). The time diary is available for
both a weekday and a weekend day. Using this data, we estimate parental time investments towards
children’s development (to be used in the model estimation) and show evidence that time with children
towards their development are associated with parents’ education and income (to be used in the model
validation).
Sample Selection: The results presented in Section 4 are for two samples of children. We start with
all the children born to at least high-school educated mothers for which we can observe the variables
of interest from the Child Development Supplement, i.e., 2,556 families and 4,024 children. This is the
first sample we use, i.e., the whole sample of children born to at least high-school educated mothers for
which we have data on their time diaries. The summary statistics for these children are presented in
Table A1. If we restrict the sample to families with two children, this reduces the number of families
and children in the sample to 1,020 and 1,546.80 Similarly, restricting the sample to children whose
parents remain married between their time of birth and age 12, reduces the sample to 500 families and
796 children. The summary statistics of this sample are shown in Table A2. It is seen that this sample is
rather high-income and highly educated relative to the initial sample that includes all families.

80 Note

children.

that this does not require that we have information on both children, it only requires that the family has two
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Table A1: CDS Summary Statistics: Whole Sample
Age Group

3-7

8-12

13-18

Letter-Word Score

16.7
(11.0)
16.6
(7.7)
5.3
32.1
35.2
14.2
13.9
79.0
66.0
24.4
28.8
17.5
23.7
1,262.1
1,721

41.1
(7.6)
33.9
( 6.2)
10.2
37.3
40.2
14.1
13.9
83.3
61.8
27.0
26.9
18.5
27.1
1,377.8
2,421

48.0
(5.8)
41.0
(6.8)
15.1
42.3
45.3
14.1
13.8
84.1
61.1
28.8
26.5
17.7
27.6
1,599.8
2,061

Applied-Problems Score
Child’s Age
Mother’s Age
Father’s Age
Mother’s Education (years)
Father’s Educarion (years)
Mother Works
Father Works
Mother’s Work Hours (weekly)
Father’s Work Hours (weekly)
Mother’s Hourly Wage
Father’s Hourly Wage
Family’s Total Income
Number of Children

Table shows summary statistics for sample used to study
parental investments.

Table A2: CDS Summary Statistics: Selected Sample
Age Group

3-7

8-12

13-18

Letter-Word Score

18.1
(11.4)
18.0
(7.2)
5.3
34.7
36.8
15.0
14.6
76.1
97.2
22.9
42.8
22.8
27.4
1,871.9
348

43.3
(6.6)
36.0
(6.0)
10.2
39.4
41.4
14.8
14.5
83.9
94.7
26.2
41.1
21.1
32.1
2,180.1
535

50.5
(3.8)
44.0
(6.0)
15.1
44.3
46.2
14.7
14.5
89.4
87.2
29.5
38.2
20.7
31.5
2,521.0
475

Applied-Problems Score
Child’s Age
Mother’s Age
Father’s Age
Mother’s Education (years)
Father’s Educarion (years)
Mother Works
Father Works
Mother’s Work Hours (weekly)
Father’s Work Hours (weekly)
Mother’s Hourly Wage
Father’s Hourly Wage
Family’s Total Income
Number of Children

Table shows summary statistics for the (most selective) sample
used to study parental investments.
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As expected test scores grow with the age of the children. Moreover, we see that as children grow older
it is more likely that the mother works. We now present more details on the time investments estimated
using this data.

Parental time investments towards children’s development are associated with parents’ characteristics The main benefit of the CDS dataset is that we can observe detailed diaries on the time
parents spend with their children. Using these time diaries, we define “time with parents” if the parent
is doing the activity together with the child.81 First, we add up all activities to estimate total active time
with parents per week. Once again we remove the age trend and approximate the average for each
child around age 4. We find that that there are small differences in total time with children between
parents with different education or income levels. However, this hides substantial heterogeneity in the
kind of activities different groups of parents are doing with their children. Even though lower-educated
or lower-income parents spend similar total amounts of time with their children as college-graduate
or higher-income parents, a disproportionate larger share of that time is spent watching TV or playing
video games, while a smaller share of time is allocated to active leisure or sharing meals.
These activities are different in the amount of interaction they entail between the parent and the child,
and consequent skills development. Given the evidence that watching TV and playing video games is
not typically associated with positive outcomes (Christakis et al., 2004; Swing et al., 2010), we exclude
them from our definition of “quality time.” We focus instead on playing and reading since these are suggested to be the most productive forms of interactions between parents and young children (Samuelsson
and Carlsson, 2008).82 Table 3 shows that college graduates spend 3.7 more hours per week than highschool graduates. Similarly, parents in the top income quintile spend 6 more quality hours per week
with their children than parents in the bottom quintile.
These differences in the amount of quality time may help us explain the differences in skills developed
by young children. Given typical concerns of endogeneity, the model in Section 3 provides a framework
in which parents develop their children’s skills and these skills are important for education and labor
outcomes later in life. The technology for skill development used in the model is based on the estimates
from Cunha et al. (2010), where the authors focus on identification and reducing concerns of endogeneity. Our model allows us to connect skill development with intergenerational mobility and inequality,
and to analyze the dynamic interactions between parental investments and inequality and mobility.

81 If

two parents are performing the activity, we interpret this as double the hours since time constraints must hold for
the household.
82 The increased differences that emerge are robust to just removing time watching TV or playing video games.
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A.2

Income Profile: PSID Sample Selection

We start with observations of individuals between the ages of 25 and 63. After dropping observations
of wages below half the minimum wage or inconsistent information on hours and income, we have
an initial number of individuals in the representative sample equal to 13,055. The distribution across
education groups within this starting point is:
• High-school dropouts: 1,482 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 12,052.
• High-school graduates: 7,288 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 61,515.
• College graduates: 4,135 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 38,217.
Restricting to households with two adults, the number of individuals is reduced to 10,851. We keep
individuals with at least 12 observations of income and we further restrict observations to those with
positive hours of labor in the household (but lower than 10,000 annually), leading to 2,533 individuals.
We also drop individuals who at least once report hourly wages under $1 or above $400 and those who
report extreme changes of income (i.e., annual growth above 400%, or reduction by 66%. This leads to a
final number of individuals of 2,501. These are distributed as follows:
• High-school dropouts: 276 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 1,655.
• High-school graduates: 1,359 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 9,511.
• College graduates: 865 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 6,510.

A.3

Income Profile: NLSY Sample Selection

We start with 6,111 individuals from the representative sample, with a total of 158,886 observations. We
exclude observations in the army, and restrict to those between the ages of 25 and 63. This reduces the
number of observations to 136,955. Restricting to households with two adults, the number of individuals
is reduced to 5,079. We drop observations with top-coded earnings, and drop individuals who change
education groups (after age 25) or who have missing information on their AFQT score. This reduces
the number of individuals to 4,399 (51,812). We further restrict observations to those with positive
hours of labor in the household (but lower than 10,000 annually). We keep individuals with at least 12
observations of income. This reduces the number of individuals to 2,219 (37,815 observations). After
grouping observations in 4 year periods (like the model), we also drop individuals who at least once
report hourly wages under half the minimum wage or above $400 and who report extreme changes of
income (i.e., annual growth above 400%, or reduction by 66%). This leads to a final number of individuals
of 1,575. These are distributed as follows:
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• High-school dropouts: 100 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 661.
• High-school graduates: 988 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 7,072.
• College graduates: 487 Individuals, with a total number of observations of 3,394.

A.4

Additional Figures and Tables
Table A3: Age profile of wages by education group
VARIABLES
Age
Age2
Constant
Observations
R-squared
# of households

(1)
HS Grad

(2)
College

0.0312***
(0.00387)
-0.000271***
(4.65e-05)
2.084***
(0.0779)

0.0557***
(0.00577)
-0.000530***
(6.89e-05)
1.927***
(0.118)

9,130
0.051
1357

6,015
0.093
864

Robust standard errors in parentheses. *, **, *** denote
statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent, respectively. Source: PSID. Methodology is explained in the main
text.

B

Stationary Equilibrium

We introduce some notation to define the equilibrium more easily. Let 𝑠 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆 𝑗 be the age-specific
state vector of an individual of age 𝑗, as defined by the recursive representation of the individual’s

problems in Section 3. Let the Borel sigma-algebras defined over those state spaces be 𝜇 = 𝜇 𝑗 .
Then, a stationary recursive competitive equilibrium for this economy is a collection
of: (i) decision
n
 𝑒



o
rules for education 𝑑 𝑠 𝐽𝑒 , consumption, labor supply, and assets holdings 𝑐 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 , ℎ 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑎0𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 ,
n


o

𝜁
parental time and money investments 𝑑 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑑𝑚
𝑠
𝑗 , and parental transfers 𝜑 𝑠 𝑗 ; value functions
𝑗
n

 𝑠  𝑠𝑤  o
𝑉𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑉𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑉
𝑠 𝑗 ; (iii) aggregate capital and labor inputs {𝐾, 𝐻 1, 𝐻 2 }; (iv) prices 𝑟, 𝑤 1, 𝑤 2 ; (v)

tax policy 𝜏𝑐 , 𝜏𝑦 , 𝜏𝑘 , 𝜔 ; and (vi) a vector of measures 𝜇 such that:
n


o
1. Given prices, decision rules solve the respective household problems and 𝑉𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑉𝑗𝑠 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑉 𝑠𝑤 𝑠 𝑗
are the associated value functions.
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2. Given prices, aggregate capital and labor inputs solve the representative firm’s problem, i.e. it
equates marginal products to prices.
3. Labor market for each education level clears.
For high-school level:
𝐻1 =

𝐽𝑟 ∫
Õ
𝑗=𝐽𝑒

𝜀 1𝑗

(𝜃 ) ℎ 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 |𝑒 = 1 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 +


𝑆𝑗

𝐽𝑒 ∫
Õ
𝑗=𝐽𝑒


𝜀 𝑒𝑗 (𝜃 ) ℎ 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 |𝑒 = 2 𝑑𝜇 𝑗

𝑆𝑗

where the first summation is the supply of high-school graduates while the second is that labor
supply of college students.
For college level:
𝐽𝑟 ∫
Õ

𝐻2 =
𝜀 2𝑗 (𝜃 ) ℎ 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 |𝑒 = 2 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 .
𝑗=𝐽𝑒 +1 𝑆 𝑗

4. Asset market clears
𝐾=

𝐽𝑑 ∫
Õ


𝑎 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 .

𝑆𝑗

𝑗=𝐽𝑒

5. Good market clears:
𝐽𝑑 ∫
Õ
𝑗=𝐽𝑒

∫



𝑐 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 + 𝛿𝐾 + 𝐺 +

𝑆𝑗

𝐽 𝑓 +1 ∫
n
o
Õ


𝑒
𝑝𝑒 1 𝑑 𝐽𝑒 𝑠 𝐽𝑒 = 2 𝑑𝜇 𝐽𝑒 +
𝑚 𝑗 𝑠 𝑗 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 = 𝐹 (𝐾, 𝐻 )

𝑆 𝐽𝑒

𝑗=𝐽 𝑓

𝑆𝑗

where the last two term on the left hand side represent the expenditures on education and childhood development, respectively.
6. Government budget holds with equality
𝐽𝑑 ∫
Õ
𝑗=𝐽𝑟 +1 𝑆 𝑗

𝜋 (𝜃, 𝑒) 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 + 𝐺 =

𝐽𝑟 ∫
Õ
𝑗=𝐽𝑒




𝑇 𝑦 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑘 𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑐 𝑠 𝑗 𝑑𝜇 𝑗 .

𝑆𝑗

Government expenditures on retirement benefits and 𝐺 equal net revenues from taxes—which
include the lump-sum transfer.
7. Individual and aggregate behaviors are consistent: measures 𝜇 is a fixed point of 𝜇 (𝑆) = 𝑄 (𝑆, 𝜇)
where 𝑄 (𝑆, ·) is transition function generated by decision rules and exogenous laws of motion,
and 𝑆 is the generic subset of the Borel-sigma algebra defined over the state space.
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C
C.1

Estimation: Details
Children’s Skills Production Function

Cunha et al. (2010) estimate children’s future skills as dependent on children’s current skills, parents’
skills, and an index of parental investments, which is an unobserved factor in their estimation. Cognitive and non-cognitive skills are included separately in their estimations. Cunha et al. highlight that
abstracting from the two types of skills leads to estimates that suggest that investments in the early
childhood development of low-skilled children are much less productive. Similarly, the production
function of each type of skills is estimated separately assuming a CES function. We use Cunha et al.’s
preferred estimation (on a representative sample) for the outer CES, which requires allowing parameters to vary with the age of the children (which is why parameters are allowed to vary with 𝑗). Table
C1 shows the parameter values and standard deviations.
Table C1: Children’s Skills Production Function: estimates from Cunha et al. (2010)

Current Cognitive Skills 𝛼ˆ1,𝑞,𝑗



Current Non-Cognitive Skills 𝛼ˆ2,𝑞,𝑗
Parent’s Cognitive Skills 𝛼ˆ3,𝑞,𝑗



Parent’s Non-Cognitive Skills 𝛼ˆ4,𝑞,𝑗
Investments 𝛼ˆ5,𝑞,𝑗



Complementarity parameter 𝜌𝑞,𝑗
 
2
Variance of Shocks 𝜎ˆ𝑞,𝑗







Cognitive Skills
(𝑞 = 𝑐)
1st Stage 2nd Stage
( 𝑗 = 1)
( 𝑗 = 2)
0.479
0.831
(0.026)
(0.011)
0.070
0.001
(0.024)
(0.005)
0.031
0.073
(0.013)
(0.008)
0.258
0.051
(0.029)
(0.014)
0.161
0.044
(0.015)
(0.006)

Non-Cognitive Skills
(𝑞 = 𝑛𝑐)
1st Stage 2nd Stage
( 𝑗 = 1)
( 𝑗 = 2)
0.000
0.000
(0.026)
(0.010)
0.585
0.816
(0.032)
(0.013)
0.017
0.000
(0.013)
(0.008)
0.333
0.133
(0.034)
(0.017)
0.065
0.051
(0.021)
(0.006)

0.313
(0.134)

-1.243
(0.125)

-0.610
(0.215)

-0.551
(0.169)

0.176

0.087

0.222

0.101

(0.007)

(0.003)

(0.013)

(0.004)

Standard errors in parentheses.

We are able to use their estimates because they also report summary statistics for 𝜃, particularly the
estimated covariances. For our analysis, we use AFQT and Rotter’s locus of control scores as measures
of cognitive and non-cognitive skills, respectively, in NLSY. The assumption necessary is that these
measures are good proxies for the measures Cunha et al. estimate as cognitive and non-cognitive skills.
Given that they also use AFQT and Rotter’s locus of control scores in the measurement equation of their
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dynamic factor model estimation, we believe our assumption is reasonable. Then, for the dispersion of
our measures to be in line with theirs, we standardize our measures of cognitive and non-cognitive skills
to have the same standard deviation that they report in their analysis. Thus, a one-standard deviation
change in their paper can be interpreted in the same way as a one-standard deviation change in our
empirical analysis of the effect of skills on wages or education as well as in our model. Regarding the
scale of skills in the model, the productivity of investments 𝐴¯ is estimated such that the average level
of log-cognitive-skills in the estimated economy is zero, since this normalization approach is used by
Cunha et al. and we estimated the income process under this normalization. Cunha et al. re-normalize
skills every period, while our estimation procedure only targets that the normalization holds at the end
of the skills development process. Nevertheless, average skills (in logs) are close to zero (0.1) at the end
¯
of the first period of development and results are robust to making 𝐴age
dependent so that skills are
83
normalized every period. However, as a robustness check, in Section 5.1.3 we also evaluate how our
results would change if parameters in the skills production function are moved in either direction.
We also need to transform their parameters from 2-year periods to 4-year periods. Let 𝜃𝑐,𝑘,𝑡 and 𝜃 𝑛𝑐,𝑘,𝑡
be the cognitive and non-cognitive skills of the child in period 𝑡. To go from 2-year periods to 4-year
periods, we simply iterate in the production function and assume that the shock 𝜈 only takes place in
the last iteration.84 We further assume that the cross-effect of skills (i.e., of cognitive on non-cognitive
and of non-cognitive on cognitive) is only updated every two periods. Removing this assumption does
not change results significantly since the weights corresponding to these elements are very small or
even zero in the estimation (in Table C1, see rows 2 under columns 1 and 2, as well as row 1 under
columns 3 and 4 ), but it destroys the CES functional form if 𝜌𝑐,𝑗 ≠ 𝜌𝑛𝑐,𝑗 . Under these assumptions, the
production function of cognitive skills over a 4-year period is given by:

"



𝜌𝑐,𝑗
𝜌𝑐,𝑗
𝜌
2
𝜃𝑐,𝑘,𝑡+2 = 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗
𝜃𝑐,𝑘,𝑡
+ 1 + 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗 𝛼ˆ2,𝑐,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐,𝑘.𝑡
+ 1 + 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗 𝛼ˆ3,𝑐,𝑗 𝜃𝑐 𝑐,𝑗 + ...
# 1/𝜌𝑐,𝑗
+ 1

𝜌
+ 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗 𝛼ˆ4,𝑐,𝑗 𝜃 𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑗



+ 1 + 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗 𝛼ˆ5,𝑐,𝑗 𝐼 𝜌𝑐,𝑗


𝑒 𝜈𝑞,𝑡 +2

2 ), while other parameters inside
Thus, the persistence parameter needs to be squared (i.e., 𝛼 1,𝑐,𝑗 = 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗

the CES function need to be multiplied by 1 plus the persistence parameter (e.g., 𝛼 2,𝑐,𝑗 = 1 + 𝛼ˆ1,𝑐,𝑗 𝛼ˆ2,𝑐,𝑗 ).
For the shock, in the baseline exercise we assume that the variance of the shock in the 4-year model is
2 = 𝜎ˆ 2 ). In Section 5.1.3 we evaluate how our results would
twice the one in the 2-year model (i.e., 𝜎𝑞,𝑗
𝑞,𝑗
change if the variance of the shock, among others, was different.

83 Results
84 Given

are available upon request.
that investments 𝐼 are chosen only once within periods in the model this assumption seems reasonable.
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C.2

Replacement benefits: US Social Security System

The pension replacement rate is obtained from the Old Age Insurance of the US Social Security System.
We use education level as well as the skills level to estimate the average lifetime income, on which the
replacement benefit is based. We estimate the average life time income to be 𝑦b𝑗 (𝜃, 𝑒) = 𝑤𝑒 𝐸𝑒,𝑗 (𝜃, 𝜂) × ℎ
with 𝜂 and ℎ¯ referring to the average efficiency and hours worked. Then averaging over 𝑗, mean income
𝑦b is calculated and used in (9) to obtain the replacement benefits.
The pension formula is given by

0.9b
𝑦 (𝜃, 𝑒)




 0.9 (0.3𝑦)

¯ + 0.32 (b
¯
𝑦 (𝜃, 𝑒) − 0.3𝑦)
𝜋 (𝜃, 𝑒) =

¯ + 0.32 (2 − 0.3) 𝑦¯ + 0.15 (b
¯
0.9 (0.3𝑦)
𝑦 (𝜃, 𝑒) − 2𝑦)



 0.9 (0.3𝑦)
¯ + 0.32 (2 − 0.3) 𝑦¯ + 0.15 (4.1 − 2) 𝑦¯


if 𝑦b (𝜃, 𝑒) ≤ 0.3𝑦¯
if 0.3𝑦¯ ≤ 𝑦b (𝜃, 𝑒) ≤ 2𝑦¯
if 2𝑦¯ ≤ 𝑦b (𝜃, 𝑒) ≤ 4.1𝑦¯
if 4.1𝑦¯ ≤ 𝑦b (𝜃, 𝑒)

(9)

where 𝑦¯ is approximately $240,000 ($70,000 annually).

C.3

Aggregate Production Function

Wages from PSID
In order to estimate the aggregate production function (APF) we need to first estimate the wage for each
year and education group. For this, we return to the PSID data and remove the the age profile. We use
first difference in order to remove the effect of ability. Then, we estimate wage growth for each year by
running a fixed effect regression for each year. Normalizing wages in the year 2000 (taking into account
average ability from NLSY for each education group) we can now obtain the wages for each year and
education group.

APF estimation using CPS
The last part of the estimation is done using CPS since the sample is larger and representative of the
cross-section in each year. We restrict the sample to include only salary workers between the ages of
20 and 60 with properly reported education groups. For each year we then calculate the total wage bill
𝜔 of each education group (high-school and college graduates) and use the PSID estimated wages to
obtain the efficiency units of labor 𝐻 of each group.
We assume that the production function is the following:
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𝑌𝑡 = 𝐴𝐾𝑡𝛼 𝐻𝑡1−𝛼
 𝜌
𝜌  1/𝜌
𝐻𝑡 = 𝑠𝐻 1𝑡 + (1 − 𝑠)𝐻 2𝑡
We can then estimate the parameters 𝑠 and 𝜌 using the following equation:






𝜔 2𝑡
1−𝑠
𝐻 2𝑡
𝑙𝑜𝑔
= 𝑙𝑜𝑔
+ 𝜌𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝜔 1𝑡
𝑠
𝐻 1𝑡1






Estimating this equation in first differences and using lags of Δ𝑙𝑜𝑔
as instruments, in particular,
leads to estimates of 0.43 for 𝜌 and 0.53 for 𝑠—in line with the estimates from Katz and Murphy (1992)
and Heckman et al. (1998).85

C.4

𝐻 2𝑡
1
𝐻 1𝑡

Simulated Method of Moments: Moments’ Selection

In this section we show a method that is useful to show which parameters are closely related to each
moment, which helps justify our selection of moments. We internally estimate 𝑃 = 13 parameters in
order to match 𝑃 moments. Although the model is highly nonlinear, so that (almost) all parameters
affect all outcomes, the identification of some parameters relies on some key moments in the data.
Figure C1 shows the result of the following identification exercise: First, given a hypercube of the
parameter space, we draw 150,000 candidate parameter vectors from uniform Sobol (quasi-random)
points, solve and simulate the model, and compute the implied moments in steady state. Second, for
each parameter, we associate a relevant target moment. Third, for each parameter, we divide the vector
of this particular parameter into 50 quantiles and compute the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the
associated moment in each quantile.86 Finally, we show these percentiles of the moment along with the
value of that moment in the data. We claim that a moment is important for a parameter’s identification
if, as we move across quantiles, the percentiles of the associated moment change and cross the horizontal
dashed line (i.e., the value of that moment in the data). The slope of each curve shows how important that
parameter is for the associated moment (a steeper curve implies the moment is more informative). The
difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles informs about the relative importance of the remaining
parameters (other parameters are more important when the moment’s 25th and 75th percentiles are
further apart).
85 We

can also estimate this using first differences without instruments and results are similar (i.e., 𝜌 = 0.497 and 𝑠 =
0.521).
86 Notice that for each quantile there are 𝑃 − 1 parameters that are randomly drawn from the uniform Sobol points, and,
therefore, potentially far away from the estimated parameter value.
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The success of this exercise relies on finding a relevant moment for each parameter. For example, the
data on transfers to children, hours worked, and hours with child identify the preference parameters
related to altruism, disutility of work, and disutility of time with children, respectively, as shown by
the first row of Figure C1. More precisely, there is a positive relation between the level of altruism (𝛿)
and transfers to children. As parents value their children more (higher 𝛿), they increase the transfers
to them. Similarly, there is a negative association between the disutility of work (𝜇) and average hours
worked. When 𝜉 = 0, the average number of hours with children converges to the maximum allowed
in the solution grid (i.e., 35 hours).
The rest of the figures can be interpreted in similar ways. The only moment that seems to be affected
by (substantially) more than the parameter selected is the money–time correlation. The money–time
substitutability parameter 𝛾 is important for this moment but so seem to be other parameters, as suggested by the wide gap between the correlation’s 25th and 75th percentiles. This is due to the fact that,
for example, when 𝜉 approaches zero all parents invest the same amount of time (i.e., the maximum), or
alternatively, when the share of money 𝛼𝑚 approaches 1, time with children is reduced to almost zero
by all parents. This also leads to a relatively large standard deviation for 𝛾 as shown in Table 4, but as
we show in our robustness analysis in Section 5.1.3, results were almost unchanged by moving 𝛾 within
two standard deviations.
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Figure C1: Identification
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Figure C1 (cont.): Identification
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Note: For each parameter’s quantile, the blue dots shows the median, while the red dots show the 25th and 75th percentiles of the
assigned moment. The black dashed line shows the value of the moment in the data. Transfers to children are estimated as a share
of income. Redistribution of income refers to the ratio of the variances of log-income after taxes and before taxes. Methodology
is explained in the main text.

D

Transition Details

Section 5 presents the main results for the case in which the economy transitions to the new steady
state by introducing an extra lump-sum tax that balances the government’s budget every period. Here
we present more details on such a transition and explore other ways to finance the transition that can
lead to smaller welfare losses for older cohorts.
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D.1

Government budget is balanced every period

Figure 4 showed the main results regarding welfare, inequality and intergenerational mobility for the
case in which the economy transitions to the new steady state by introducing an extra lump-sum tax
that balances the government’s budget every period. Figure D1 expands that analysis by also including
information on price and tax changes and on welfare changes for children born to different socioeconomic groups.
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Figure D1: Transition dynamics: more details of balanced budget case
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Notes: The policy (including the investments and labor income tax change) is introduced unexpectedly. We compute the transition
introducing a lump-sum tax such that the government’s budget balances every period. Consumption equivalence is shown for
a newborn from the cohort defined by the horizontal axis. Cohort 0 is the first cohort to receive the government investments.
Intergenerational mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks. It is calculated
for the generation born in each cohort and their parents. The consumption equivalence is also reported for children born to parents
with different levels of cognitive skills. All values are relative to the initial steady state.

D.1.1

Balanced every period with labor income tax

Figure 5, in the main text, shows the transition dynamics when the government keeps its budget balanced every period in the transition using a lump-sum tax. Here we show the same outcomes when
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the government uses the distortive labor income tax 𝜏𝑦 instead of the lump-sum tax. Figures D2 and D3
show that the main results are almost unchanged. Welfare gains during the transition are smaller when
the transition is financed with progressive taxes, but differences are very small (less than 0.3 percentage points), most likely because the policy is almost self-financing in the long run and hence does not
require large increases in taxes. The labor income tax rate increases by 3.3 percentage points early in
the transition, but it is then reduced at a similar pace as the lump-sum tax in the other case.
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Figure D2: Transition dynamics: balanced every period with labor income tax
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Notes: The policy (including the investments and labor income tax change) is introduced unexpectedly but only intervened cohorts
pay extra taxes. Government investments are introduced slowly, starting at $1,000 per child-year for the first cohort and growing
by $1,000 for every new cohort until they reach the target of $13,500. We compute the transition introducing a lump-sum tax
paid only by intervened cohorts up to the time cohort 50 is born, such that the government’s budget balances over the transition
(assuming an interest rate of 3% annually). Consumption equivalence is shown for a newborn from the cohort defined by the
horizontal axis. Cohort 0 is the first cohort to receive the government investments. Intergenerational mobility refers to minus the
regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks. It is calculated for the generation born in each cohort and
their parents. The consumption equivalence is also reported for children born to parents with different levels of cognitive skills.
All values are relative to the initial steady state.
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Figure D3: Welfare gains including older cohorts
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Notes: Welfare gains are reported for cohorts born after the policy is introduced (i.e., cohorts from 0 on) as well as for cohorts
already alive at the time (i.e., cohorts less than 0). For the first group, welfare gains are computed for newborns. For the cohorts
already alive at the time the policy is introduced, welfare gains are computed for agents with the appropriate age. For example,
cohort -10 was born 40 years before the policy is introduced, so its welfare gains are computed accordingly for agents of age 40
at the time.

D.2

Other Alternatives

Figure 5, in the main text, shows that introducing the early childhood investment policy and forcing
the government to keep its budget balanced every period leads to negative welfare effects on older
individuals at the time of the introduction. These individuals have to pay higher taxes, but most of the
gains are obtained by later cohorts (who are subject to smaller tax increases). Here we evaluate two
alternatives that transfer the cost of the policy to later cohorts to study whether, if the government
is able to borrow temporarily, permanent government investments in early childhood can be welfare
improving for every cohort (on average). We focus on the case in which the government is able to
borrow at an annual 3% rate.87
The first alternative imposes that only intervened cohorts have to pay higher taxes. We find that this
form of government borrowing alone is not enough to achieve welfare gains for most cohorts—at least at
an interest rate of 3%. The second alternative adds a slower introduction of the government investments
to the first alternative. Government investments start at $1,000 per child-year for the first cohort and
grow by $1,000 for every new cohort, until they reach the target of $13,500. We find that this slow
introduction, combined with the fact that only intervened cohorts pay higher taxes, leads to welfare
87 Smaller interest rates would make the policy easier to be welfare improving.

3% is likely to be on the upper bound of the
rate at which the US government is able to borrow, so we can interpret this analysis as a lower bound on the welfare gains
that can be achieved if the government uses its borrowing capacity. We limit to foreign borrowing here, i.e., government
borrowing does not require funds provided by the agents in the model. Requiring the government to borrow locally is not
theoretically difficult but would require an extra convergence step in the simulation.
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gains for all new cohorts and most individuals alive at the time of the introduction.

D.2.1

Only Intervened Cohorts Pay

Figure D4 shows the transition dynamics to the baseline policy in which the government invests $13,500
per child-year, when only intervened cohorts have to pay higher taxes. To compensate for the smaller
early increase in taxes, the government is allowed to borrow at an interest of 3%. But it has to use the
later higher taxes to pay off its debt by the time cohort 50 is born.88 We assume that higher taxes are
introduced only after cohort 16 is born, as a way of reducing the costs even further to the earlier cohorts
(since they accrue less gains than later cohorts).
Figure D5 shows that this form of government borrowing alone is not enough to guarantee welfare
gains for most cohorts—at least at an interest rate of 3%. Even though the first few cohorts born after
the policy is introduced do have welfare gains (particularly because of the way taxes are introduced),
later cohorts suffer welfare losses since they are forced to pay off large amounts of debt. Only after 40
cohorts are born do we observe welfare gains once again.89

88 It

is possible to allow for different interest rates and times in which the debt has to be repaid. Results are qualitatively
similar, but smaller interest rates make the policy easier to afford. Longer times to full debt-repayment imply that earlier
cohorts are better off but later cohorts are worse off.
89 These results clearly depend on the assumptions of times of repayments and interest rates. However, they do show
that government borrowing may not be enough.
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Figure D4: Transition dynamics: only intervened pay
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Notes: The policy (including the investments and labor income tax change) is introduced unexpectedly but only intervened cohorts
pay extra taxes. We compute the transition introducing a lump-sum tax paid only by intervened cohorts up to the time cohort 50
is born, such that the government’s budget balances over the transition (assuming an interest rate of 3% annually). Consumption
equivalence is shown for a newborn from the cohort defined by the horizontal axis. Cohort 0 is the first cohort to receive the
government investments. Intergenerational mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’
income ranks. It is calculated for the generation born in each cohort and their parents. The consumption equivalence is also
reported for children born to parents with different levels of cognitive skills. All values are relative to the initial steady state.
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Figure D5: Welfare gains including older cohorts
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Notes: Welfare gains are reported for cohorts born after the policy is introduced (i.e., cohorts from 0 on) as well as for cohorts
already alive at the time (i.e., cohorts less than 0). For the first group, welfare gains are computed for newborns. For the cohorts
already alive at the time the policy is introduced, welfare gains are computed for agents with the appropriate age. For example,
cohort -10 was born 40 years before the policy is introduced, so its welfare gains are computed accordingly for agents of age 40
at the time.

D.2.2

Only Intervened Cohorts Pay + Slow Introduction

Next we explore adding a slow introduction of government investments to the previous transition
framework. Government investments start at $1,000 per child-year for the first cohort and grow by
$1,000 for every new cohort until they reach the target of $13,500. Just like before, we assume that
higher taxes are introduced only after cohort 16 is born and the government is allowed to borrow at an
interest of 3%.
Figures D6 and D7 show that this combination of slow introduction and higher taxes only for intervened
cohorts is able to achieve welfare gains for most cohorts. All new cohorts accrue welfare gains, as do
most cohorts alive at the time of the introduction. Only cohorts whose children have already grown up
(and are not included in their utility functions) obtain welfare losses due to the changes in prices. These
losses, however, are small and could be easily compensated using an age-dependent lump-sum transfer.
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Figure D6: Transition dynamics: slow introduction + only intervened pay
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Notes: The policy (including the investments and labor income tax change) is introduced unexpectedly but only intervened cohorts
pay extra taxes. Government investments are introduced slowly, starting at $1,000 per child-year for the first cohort and growing
by $1,000 for every new cohort until they reach the target of $13,500. We compute the transition by introducing a lump-sum tax
paid only by intervened cohorts up to the time cohort 50 is born, such that the government’s budget balances over the transition
(assuming an interest rate of 3% annually). Consumption equivalence is shown for a newborn from the cohort defined by the
horizontal axis. Cohort 0 is the first cohort to receive the government investments. Intergenerational mobility refers to minus the
regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks. It is calculated for the generation born in such cohort and
their parents. The consumption equivalence is also reported for children born to parents with different levels of cognitive skills.
All values are relative to the initial steady state.
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Figure D7: Welfare gains including older cohorts
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Notes: Welfare gains are reported for cohorts born after the policy is introduced (i.e., cohorts from 0 on) as well as for cohorts
already alive at the time (i.e., cohorts less than 0). For the first group, welfare gains are computed for newborns. For the cohorts
already alive at the time the policy is introduced, welfare gains are computed for agents with the appropriate age. For example,
cohort -10 was born 40 years before the policy is introduced, so its welfare gains are computed accordingly for agents of age 40
at the time.

E

Extension Estimation: With Early Childhood Education Production Function

The model with early childhood development production function, described in section 5.1.4, is reestimated to match the same set of moments from the full model. The estimated parameters and moments are shown in Table E1.
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Table E1: Extension estimation: with early childhood education production function
Parameter Value Description

Moment

Data Model

Preferences
𝜇
𝛿

187
0.47

Mean labor disutility
Altruism

Avg. hours worked
Parent-to-child transfer
as share of income

65.2
0.75

65.2
0.73

School Taste:
𝛼
𝛼𝜃𝑐
𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐
𝜎𝜀
𝜀¯

9.74
-0.49
-1.80
3.64
-3.87

Avg. taste for college
College taste and cog. skills relation
College taste and noncog. skills relation
SD of college taste shock
Draw of school taste:
mean by parent’s education

College share
College: cog skills slope
College: noncog skills slope
College: residual variance
Intergenerational persistence
of education

33
0.23
0.16
0.20
0.70

32
0.24
0.16
0.18
0.60

Skill Formation Productivity:
𝜉
0.06
Parental time disutility
of time with children
𝐴¯
86.8
Returns to investments
𝛼𝑚
0.95
Money productivity
𝛾
-0.28
Money-time substitutability

Avg. hours with children

18.0

15.5

Average skill ratio
Ratio of money to hours
Money-time correlation

0.0
218
0.93

0.0
208
0.93

Interest rate
𝜄 (×102 )

3.35

Borrow-save wedge

Share of borrowers

4.5

5.0

Government
𝜔 (×10)

2.01

Lump-sum transfer

Income variance ratio:
Disposable to pre-gov

0.69

0.70

Notes: Parent-to-child transfers, hours worked, skill formation moments and intergenerational persistence of education are estimated from PSID-CDS data.
For the money-time correlation, we group parents by deciles of time investments and compute average time and money investments for each decile. We then
compute the correlation between the two averages. Share of borrowers is estimated from the Survey of Consumer Finances. College share, college-skills slope and
college residual variance are estimated using NLSY. All moments matter for all parameters, but each line highlights the moment that is particularly informative
for the corresponding parameter. See Appendix C.4 for more details.

F

Extension: With Three-Periods of Skills Development

The baseline model in the paper only included two periods (𝑗 = 8 and 9) during which skills 𝜃 were
allowed to develop. This limitation might create the concern that the model would overstate the effect of
the early childhood investments policy considered. To overcome this concern, we extend the model to
have one additional period of child development during 𝑗 = 10 (ages 8–11). The model is re-estimated to
match the same set of moments from the baseline model, but we take into account that the government
is already investing a sizable amount of resources in children’s education during this stage. Estimates
for the amount of federal and state government expenses in education during this stage vary, but we
choose a low end in order to fall on the conservative side of our results.90 The estimated parameters and
90 According

to the “Census of Governments: Finance - Survey of School System Finances,” the average expense is approximately $5,000 (2000 USD) per student. We choose $3,500 (close to the 20th percentile) so that it is more likely that the
effect of the early childhood policy will fade out as children grow older, hence falling on the conservative side of our main
results. We abstract from local funding of public schools since this would imply more redistribution than is actually taking
place, as it is parents in the same small school district who are paying for these local funds through local taxes (Fernandez
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moments are shown in Table F1.
Table F1: Extension estimation: with three-periods of skills development
Parameter Value Description

Moment

Data Model

Preferences
𝜇
𝛿

140
0.53

Mean labor disutility
Altruism

Avg. hours worked
Parent-to-child transfer
as share of income

65.2
0.75

68.9
0.80

School Taste:
𝛼
𝛼𝜃𝑐
𝛼𝜃𝑛𝑐
𝜎𝜀
𝜀¯

6.33
-1.09
-1.41
2.63
-1.46

Avg. taste for college
College taste and cog. skills relation
College taste and noncog. skills relation
SD of college taste shock
Draw of school taste:
mean by parent’s education

College share
College: cog skills slope
College: noncog skills slope
College: residual variance
Intergenerational persistence
of education

33
0.23
0.16
0.20
0.70

29
0.22
0.17
0.18
0.76

Skill Formation Productivity:
𝜉
0.05
Parental time disutility
of time with children
𝐴¯
38.6
Returns to investments
𝛼𝑚
0.96
Money productivity
𝛾
-0.34
Money-time substitutability

Avg. hours with children

18.0

15.1

Average skill ratio
Ratio of money to hours
Money-time correlation

0.0
218
0.93

0.0
181
0.98

Interest rate
𝜄 (×102 )

4.06

Borrow-save wedge

Share of borrowers

4.5

5.0

Government
𝜔 (×10)

2.28

Lump-sum transfer

Income variance ratio:
Disposable to pre-gov

0.69

0.69

Notes: Parent-to-child transfers, hours worked, skill formation moments and intergenerational persistence of education are estimated from PSID-CDS data.
For the money-time correlation, we group parents by deciles of time investments and compute average time and money investments for each decile. We then
compute the correlation between the two averages. Share of borrowers is estimated from the Survey of Consumer Finances. College share, college-skills slope and
college residual variance are estimated using NLSY. All moments matter for all parameters, but each line highlights the moment that is particularly informative
for the corresponding parameter. See Appendix C.4 for more details.

Table F1 presents the main results in this extended model, comparing them to the baseline ones from
Section 5.1.1. Even though long-run welfare gains and other policy effects are slightly smaller, they are
still sizable, with welfare gains of 7.2% (vs. 9.4%), for example. More important for our main result,
however, this model leads to an even larger gap between long-run and short-run welfare gains. While
the ratio of long-run to short-run welfare gains in the baseline model was equal to 2.4, in the extended
model with three periods of development it is equal to almost 2.8. This is because in a model with
three periods of development, parents are even more important since the gains of the early childhood
program have more periods during which effects can fade out. In the long run, however, the policy
combines the additional investments together with better parents, making the fading out of the results
less prominent than in the short run.

and Rogerson, 2003).
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Table F2: Comparison of results with 3-periods extension

Three-Periods Extension
Baseline Model

Short-Run PE
Cons. Equiv.
2.6
3.9

Long-Run GE
Cons. Equiv. Inequality
7.2
-7.1
9.4
-7.7

Mobility
12.8
20.2

Notes: We simulate introducing the same level of investments as in Garcia et al (2017) in the baseline
model with two periods of skill development and in the extended model with three periods of skill development. Early childhood investments of $13,500 per child-year when children are between 0 and 3
years old are introduced. Long-run GE refers to looking at outcomes in the new long-run steady state,
adjusting wages and interest rates to clear the market and adjusting the labor income tax to keep the
government’s budget unchanged. In the short-run PE case, we calculate the effect of a one-generation
policy and evaluate the effect on that generation without adjusting taxes or prices. Consumption equivalence is determined by newborns under the veil of ignorance. Inequality refers to the variance of loglifetime-earnings while intergenerational mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between
children’s and parents’ income ranks.

G

Investments in Older Children and Targeting

We evaluate additional alternatives to the policy evaluated in Section 5. Instead of using all resources
to invest in all children ages 0–3, we explore using some of the resources to invest in older children as
well. We also explore targeting particular groups of children who may be considered disadvantaged.

G.1

Early Childhood Investments: More Alternatives

Instead of using all resources to invest in children ages 0–3, we evaluate here alternatives that use part of
those resources to also invest in older children (ages 4–7). Figure G1 shows the results of these policies
in the short-run PE case. As expected, welfare gains increase with the amount of resources since none of
the potential costs are being considered in this case. Regarding the optimal allocation of such resources
across different ages, these results suggest that if the budget available is less than $40,000 per child, it is
better to allocate all the resources in the the first period (i.e., 0-3 years old). When the available budget
is larger, there are small additional gains from allocating half of the resources towards investing in older
children (since investing everything in one period is not as productive).
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Figure G1: Childhood investments: Short-Run Partial-Equilibrium
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Notes: We simulate policies in which the government uses different amount of resources either to invest directly in the development
of children or to fund a government transfer to all individuals (at the age of 16). Among childhood investment policies, we also
evaluate different alternatives: (i) use all resources in children ages 0–3 (as in the main text); (ii) use 80% of the resources for
children ages 0–3 and 20% for children ages 4–7; and (iii) use 50% of the resources for children ages 0–3 and 50% for children
ages 4–7. We evaluate these policies for different amounts of resources available in a short-run partial-equilibrium framework.
The horizontal axis refers to the investments per child. Then, for example, 40 refers to $40,000 per child, which equals $10,000
per child-year if using all resources for investments in children ages 0–3. Outcomes are reported in changes from the baseline
steady state. Consumption equivalence is determined by newborns under the veil of ignorance. Inequality refers to the variance
of log-labor-income while IGE mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks.

Does this intuition also hold true when we consider long-run GE forces as well as the fact that taxes
may need to increase to finance these policies? Figure G2 shows the results of these policies in the
new steady-state, taking into account GE effects as well as adjusting the labor income tax such that the
government’s budget remains balanced. Once again, we find that if the budget available is less than
$40,000 per child it is better to allocate all the resources in the the first period (i.e., ages 0-3 years).
Similar to the short-run PE case, when the available budget is larger, there are small additional gains
from allocating part of the resources towards investing in older children. In this case, however, using
25% (instead of 50%) of the resources to invest in children ages 4–7, and 75% for children ages 0–3,
leads to the largest welfare gains.91 However, the differences in welfare gains are small (less than 2
percentage points) relative to the case of investing all resources in children ages 0–3, and so are the
differences in other outcomes (inequality, mobility, and average income). Gains are smaller if a larger
share of resources is used in children ages 4–7 since earlier investments generally lead to larger gains
because the child’s skills production function as estimated by Cunha et al. (2010) implies that skills are
91 Differences

between the two cases may stem from the fact that in the long-run case, parents’ characteristics are able
to adjust. In particular, parents tend to be more skilled, more educated, and have higher savings. Therefore, in the long
run parents are more likely to be able to use their own resources to invest in the second period of development after the
government invests in the first period.
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more malleable at younger ages.
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Figure G2: Childhood investments: Long-Run General-Equilibrium
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Notes: We simulate policies in which the government uses different amount of resources either to invest directly in the development
of children or to fund a government transfer to all individuals (at the age of 16). Among childhood investment policies, we also
evaluate different alternatives: (i) use all resources in children ages 0–3 (as in the main text); (ii) use 80% of the resources for
children ages 0–3 and 20% for children ages 4–7; and (iii) use 50% of the resources for children ages 0–3 and 50% for children
ages 4–7. We evaluate these policies for different amounts of resources available in a long-run general-equilibrium framework.
The horizontal axis refers to the investments per child. Then, for example, 40 refers to $40,000 per child, which equals $10,000
per child-year if using all resources for investments in children ages 0–3. Outcomes are reported in changes from the baseline
steady state. Consumption equivalence is determined by newborns under the veil of ignorance. Inequality refers to the variance
of log-labor-income while IGE mobility refers to minus the regression coefficient between children’s and parents’ income ranks.

G.2

Early Childhood Investments: Targeting

Most of the early childhood development empirical literature is based on evidence regarding disadvantaged children. Gains are expected to be larger among children of lower-income and/or lower-educated
parents. This is true in our model as well as highlighted in Section 5, but we now explore the possibility of targeting particular groups of children who may be considered disadvantaged. Although we
would like to explore targeting the policy according to parents’ income, this is particularly difficult in
our model with endogenous labor supply since such a policy would distort the labor choice, making the
labor supply decision rule not easy to solve—which given the size of the model is a major computational
problem. Therefore, we limit our analysis to targeting by parents’ education and skills.
Table G1 shows the welfare gains under the veil of ignorance for all children who are able to obtain
the government investment, when children know they are going to be born to a parent with a given
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education and skill group in both economies.92 In contrast, Table G2 shows the welfare gains under the
veil of ignorance for all children, irrespective of whether they receive the policy or not. These gains are
particularly important since the largest part of the gains highlighted in this paper stem from the fact
that the policy creates better parents. If we were to focus on the gains of, for example, only children
born to low-skilled high-school graduate parents, we would miss this source of long-run gains. Both
tables show the gains in the short-run PE case and the long-run GE case (i.e., after the distribution of
parents’ characteristics, in particular, have adjusted).
We find no evidence that targeting a large level of government early childhood investments may lead to
higher gains in our model.93 On the one hand, targeting the investments towards children with lower
resources implies that crowding out of parental investments should be smaller, hence probably leading
to larger gains. On the other hand, families with larger resources may also be able to continue the
government’s early-age investments 𝑔 with further investments in future stages of development (e.g.,
ages 4–7 or helping finance college). Due to the dynamic complementarities of the production function
of skills (Cunha et al., 2010) and the complementarity between skills and education (based on Table 1),
this means that gains may be larger for children from families with higher resources. While a targeted
policy may also be less costly and, thus, be associated with lower tax increases, it can also reduce
incentives to invest in skills and education if only lower-skilled, lower-educated (or lower-income)
individuals are able to obtain the government investments.
Table G1: Early Childhood Development Targeting: Welfare Gains in the Targeted Groups
Parent’s Education
High School
SR-PE
LR-GE
High School + College
SR-PE
LR-GE

Parent’s Skills
Low Low + Medium

All

3.2
3.8

3.6
6.6

3.7
8.1

3.2
3.8

3.8
7.1

3.9
9.4

Notes: We simulate introducing the same level of investments as in Garcia et al (2017). Early childhood investments of $13,500 per
child-year when children are between 0 and 3 years old are introduced. We evaluate targeting the policy according to parents’
characteristics. Low and medium skills refer to the bottom one-third and two-thirds of the distribution of skills, respectively.
Welfare gains are evaluated according to the consumption equivalence of newborns under the veil of ignorance for children who
qualify for the government intervention (see main text for details). SR-PE refers the short-run one-generation policy in partialequilibrium (without tax adjustments) evaluating the effect on that generation. LR-GE looks at gains in the new long-run steady
state, adjusting the labor income tax to keep the government’s budget unchanged and adjusting wages and interest rates to clear
the markets.
92 There is still heterogeneity within each of these groups since parents’ assets and idiosyncratic labor productivity can
vary. Children know they are going to be born a parent with a given education and skill level in both economies, but they
also know that the parent’s distribution over assets and idiosyncratic labor productivity (conditional on education and skills)
is different between those two economies.
93 We have also explored targeting for lower amounts of 𝑔. We find that targeting may be optimal for lower amounts of
government investments since high-income parents are more likely to fully crowd out these investments in such a case. In
this case, however, we also find that our main result that long-run gains are larger than short-run ones remains true. These
results are available upon request.
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Table G2: Early Childhood Development Targeting: Welfare Gains for all Newborn
Parent’s Education
High School
SR-PE
LR-GE
High School + College
SR-PE
LR-GE

Parent’s Skills
Low Low + Medium

All

0.6
1.0

2.2
4.7

2.5
6.2

0.6
1.0

3.0
6.0

3.9
9.4

Notes: We simulate introducing the same level of investments as in Garcia et al (2017). Early childhood investments of $13,500 per
child-year when children are between 0 and 3 years old are introduced. We evaluate targeting the policy according to parents’
characteristics. Low and medium skills refer to the bottom one-third and two-thirds of the distribution of skills, respectively.
Welfare gains are evaluated according to the consumption equivalence of newborns under the veil of ignorance for all children
(see main text for details). SR-PE refers to the short-run one-generation policy in partial-equilibrium (without tax adjustments)
evaluating the effect on that generation. LR-GE looks at gains in the new long-run steady state, adjusting the labor income tax
to keep the government’s budget unchanged and adjusting wages and interest rates to clear the markets.
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